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Freshmen gather after convocation
MICHAEL WURSTHORN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Armed with a few friends made
during Convocation and orientation, the Class of 2013 ate, danced
and tackled boulders at the street
fair outside the Newman Vertical
Campus on Thursday afternoon.
The fair, which could have rivaled the annual Spring Fling,
had no shortage of festivities and
clubs eager to sign new members.
Long lines quickly formed for the
barbeque-style buffet after the
new students concluded a daylong
agenda that started at 8:30 a.m.
As they ate, students were
treated to entertainment by the
Native American musical group,
Silver Clouds Singers & Dance. The
quintet featured three percussion
artists, a vocalist and dancer as
they performed near the entrance
to the Vertical Campus. The New
York based musical group had Native Americans from tribes such as
the Navajos in Arizona and the HoChunk Nation in Wisconsin.
While some freshmen danced
and enjoyed the music, others
tested their strengths on the two
inflatable games, Boulderdash and
Rapid Fire.
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Harrison Rodriguez joined
three other incoming freshmen for
a round in the Rapid Fire inflatable,
each donning a bungee to restrict
their movement as they try to throw
all of their balls into the opposing
team’s area.
“I had a lot of fun, but it was very
tiring,” said Rodriguez.
Despite losing the game, Rodriguez said the fair was a hit, adding,
“I like the atmosphere (of Baruch).”
Not everyone was jumping on
inflatable rides though. Clubs, hoping to build their membership list,
found different ways to engage the
freshmen.
The Intervarsity Club, with a
pole in hand, stopped people in the
middle of the street to take part in
their mobile limbo party.
Freshman were lining up, as
far as eight-people deep, to contort their bodies into a U-shape
and attempt to clear the pole. But
most found themselves falling to
the pavement as they laughed or
smiled.
“I met a lot of other freshman,”
said Rodriguez. “I’m very excited
for the experience and to meet even
more new people (when classes
start).”
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Freshman gathered on East 25th Street for food, activities, and club information.

CUNY Chancellor Matthew
Goldstein has announced that there
will be 20 new programs added to
the system, including the Master’s
of Science Degree in Entrepreneurship at the Zicklin School of Business beginning fall 2009.
According to DegreeDirectory,
an online higher education learning resource, the MS in Entrepreneurship is the advance degree that
will provide students the opportunity to run their own business and
look towards expansion for future
growth within their company.
“There was a strong undergraduate degree in the field, but no
master’s,” said John A. Elliott, dean
of the Zicklin School. “Members
of the faculty came together and
designed an array of new courses
within the last year, while also redesigning the undergraduate study
to meet the criteria of the new master’s.”
Offered by the Management
Department as a part of the Lawrence N. Field Programs in Entrepreneurship, the master’s will be a
concentrated program of entrepreneurial studies, including courses
in human resources, management,
marketing, finance and law. The
program was created to provide
students with the skills and knowledge necessary to start and grow a
business and offer core business
and technical training targeting the
entrepreneurship field.
“It is clear that our MS in Entrepreneurship will be the first of its
kind in the New York City market,”
said Ramona Zachary, academic
advisor of the Lawrence N. Field
Programs in Entrepreneurship.
Based on the program’s layout,
the master’s program is designed
to meet the needs of students who
have the background in entrepreneurial ventures, are a part of a
family business or those interested
in starting their own business.
“We hope to serve local entrepreneurs who want advanced
training, domestic and international graduate students who have
another graduate degree but something more intensely focused on
entrepreneurship,” said Zachary.

SEE ENTREPRENEURSHIP PAGE 4
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MONDAY 8/31
The Undergraduate Student Government willl kick off Welcome
Week by hosting the Ice Cream Social on the 2nd floor lobby of NVC
from 1-2pm. Students can take the
opportunity to meet student government and club leaders.
Students can meet fellow freshmen
and transfer students at the Freshmen/Transfer Student Social in the
Multi-purpose Room (VC 1-107)
from 6-8pm.

TUESDAY 9/1
USG will host “Getting Involved on
Campus” in VC 3-215 from 12:252:30pm. Students can learn more
about student life while having
interactive sessions with student
leaders.

WEDNESDAY 9/2
USG invites students to Movie and
Popcorn Night located in the Multipurpose Room (VC 1-107) from
6-8pm.

THURSDAY 9/3
The WBMB and USG Launch will
take place in the 2nd floor lobby of
VC during club hours.
To conclude WelcomeWeek, USG
will host the Baruch Toga Party in
the 3rd floor Club Area and USG
Offices. Here, students can experience Rome with fruit platters and
togas.
The Finance Economics Society invites undergraduate students to the
first general meeting at 12:30pm
to discuss plans for the semester.
For meeting and position openings
email fesinfo.baruch@gmail.com

The Zicklin School of Business is
offering a new MS degree in Entrepreneurship starting fall 2009.
Students interested in the program
should contact the Graduate Admissions Office in the Newman Library Building room 820.

USG Briefs
COMPILED BY SABRINA SMITH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The Undergraduate Student Government has announced a vacancy
for lower evening senator. Prospective candidates should be registered
for a majority of classes after 5pm
and are encouraged to complete a
declaration of candidacy form.

Welcome
Incoming
Freshmen!

Dressed in their graduate robes
before the Class of 2013 in Mason
Hall on Thursday, Baruch College’s
administration welcomed the new
students with a message: embrace
and preserve your community and
culture.
Interim President Stan Altman,
making his first public appearance upon assuming the presidency about two weeks ago, spun
his speech around the history of
Baruch College and how a few individuals, such as the college’s namesake, aided in the institution’s rise.
“One of Bernard Baruch’s proudest moments was when he could
tell his father, (Simon), he made his
first million dollars,” said Altman.
In response, Simon asked his son,
“Of what use to a man are millions
of dollars unless he does something
worthwhile with them.”
Altman said that Baruch was
empowered with an urge to embark upon a life of public service
and eventually led to his generous
endowment to the school. Like Baruch’s father, Altman urged the incoming class to follow suit.
“Remember, the next four years
are an important investment for
the rest of your life,” he said before
leaving the podium.
Undergraduate Student Government President Tanvir Hossain picked up where Altman
left off, giving the freshman insight only a senior would know.
“Last night, I found myself asking
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President Altman and USG President welcomed the class of 2013
what does it really mean to be in
college,” Hossain said. “Three packs
of instant noodles and registering
for classes two days before all while
writing this speech.”
The student president became
serious as the laughter subsided,

saying he regretted getting involved
in Baruch’s community in just his
junior year.
“You all came to Baruch to succeed academically, but that is only
half the reason you are here,” he
said. “Meet as many people as you

can and get involved.”
Convocation’s keynote speaker,
poet John E. Smelcer, took the stage
from the young president and hammered home the idea of serving a
community with a speech built on
persevering for something better,
even in the face of hopelessness.
Smelcor, a native of Alaska,
writes poetry and dictionaries in
some of Alaska’s endangered languages and briefly described his
upbringing in one of the state’s villages, comparing it to some of the
less desirable conditions associated
with Native American reservations.
“(Alaskan villages) are gut
wrenching places where dreams do
die,” said Smelcer. “In those places,
it’s almost impossible to realize the
American dream.”
He added that suicides happen
10 times more often than anywhere
else in the country; debt is high for
many people and mentioned that
his brother took his own life while
living in that environment.
Smelcor’s picture darkened as
he described the slow disappearance of the unique languages associated with Alaska’s villages, and
how he tries to capture them by
writing dictionaries and poems.
“I’ll be the last person in just
four to five years, that small of a
window, who will be able to read or
write in our language,” he said. “I’ve
been spending my life (preserving
culture). Culture is important. Your
going to find yourself (in college),
but remember where you came
from. I encourage you today to not
turn your back on it – your culture.”

Mason’s life remembered

Obama brings back GI Bill

BY KETAKEE GONDANE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BY CYNTHIA VIA
Mason, who is regarded by the
New York Times as one of the ‘100
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
most influential’ accountants of
Eli Mason, respected alum and the United States, dedicated his life
the first president of The Baruch to defending small and mediumsized firms from ascendancy by
College Fund, died on Aug. 3.
Mason, attended Baruch Col- the giant accounting firms, known
then as the “Big
lege,
then
Eight.”
Upon
known as the
his election as
business school
the president of
of the City Colthe New York
lege of New
State Society of
York, and gradCertified Public
uated in 1940.
A c c o u n t a n t s,
Since then, he
he assigned a
had relentlessly
committee to
worked for the
explore the disbetterment of
crimination and
the school.
hardships faced
When Maby local firms.
son was in his
He opened
late teens, he
Mason & Co. in
was diagnosed
1946, a small
with
retinitis
firm that fopigmentosa, a
cused on asprogressive desisting people
generation of
engaged in the
the retina that
SPECIAL TO THE TICKER
entertainment
results in comsector of New
plete blindness. Mason contributed greatly to Baruch.
York. The comHe lost his eyepany, which had
sight in the late
1970s, but refused to use a walking about 35 accountants, merged with
cane or learn how to read Braille, the J. H. Cohn firm in 2003.
A regular contributor to the
according to The New York Times.
An article by the Times entitled magazine “Accounting Today,”
“The Angry Accountant” in 1986, Mason freely voiced his indignanot only describing his policies and tion about the dealings of large acviews in accounting, but on a day in counting firms claiming that it had
the life of a man who refused to fal- “led to an unhealthy bifurcation of
ter to his handicap. He continued the profession into the large firms,
which do most of the SEC work,
to play golf with the help of a pro.
In 1992, he endowed the chair and the rest of the profession.” He
Accounting and funded the reno- published his last article in June.
His contributions to Baruch
vation for the college auditorium
in 1996, now known as the Mason and all the organizations he was
Hall. He was awarded the Baruch involved with will be remembered
Honorary Doctor of Humane Let- fondly.
Mason is now survived by his
ters and the Distinguished Alumnus Award at the Bernard Baruch wife, Claire, his two daughters, Judy
Dinner in 1978 and 1987 respec- Berger and Nina Hirshfeld, and
four grandchildren.
tively.

In the beginning of August,
President Barack Obama unveiled a new post-9/11 G.I Bill
that will offer college tuition assistance to veterans of the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
The reinstated G.I Bill plans
to offer $78 million in benefits
to veterans and their families
nationwide. It’s a significant upgrade to the original, which was
signed by Franklin D. Roosevelt
for WWII veterans.
The legislation has been
broadly praised by veterans
groups, but there are concerns
that universities and the Department of Veterans could be overwhelmed, in part, because of the
complexity of the benefits.
The Department of Veterans
affairs has already processed
more than 100,000 applications,
and more than 25,000 service
members have applied to use the
transfer benefit.
According to newgibill.org,
the new legislation also gives
veterans the option to transfer
benefits to their spouse or children with eligible service members needing to have served at
six years active duty, National
Guard or select reserves and
agreeing to commit to four more
years of service.
The benefits range from 40
percent of the state tuition for
those with at least 90 days but
less than six months of service
since 9/11, to 100 percent for
those with at least three years of
aggregate service, or 30 continuous days and a discharge because
of a service-related disability.
For those attending a private
institution or graduate school,
the Yellow Ribbon Program, a
provision under the G.I Bill, will
offer scholarships from 1,100

schools. The schools may enter
into an agreement to fund up to
50 percent of the tuition and the
Department of Veteran Affairs
will match every dollar funded
by the schools. This program
is only available to individuals
who served an aggregate of three
years of active duty service or
who were released for a disability.
The new program was passed
and signed into law last year by
former President Bush, but only
became effective this month.
President Obama co- sponsored
the new program when he was a
senator.
In a statement delivered in
George Mason University, President Obama called the benefits
not just a “debt” to be repaid to
service men and women, but
also “an investment in our own
country.”
CUNY is expecting a large
number of military veterans.
To combat this occurrence, the
College of Staten Island is adding to its program of support for
these student heroes, according
to CUNY newswire. The Core
program at the College of Staten
Island will offer a special section
of the course called “Core for
Veterans.”
BMCC also hosted a Veteran’s
College fair a month after the
new law was signed last year.
Admission officials from all 23
CUNY universities attended. The
college fair served as a way to aid
military veterans in their transition to a classroom setting and
society in general.
The benefits under the law became effective on Aug. 1. Some of
the benefits include full tuition
coverage at public colleges or
universities for eligible veterans,
a monthly housing stipend and
as much as $1,000 for books and
supplies is also being offered.
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USG pre- Altman steps in after Waldron resigns
pares for
the new
year
BY LILLIAN RIZZO AND
MICHAEL WURSTHORN

NEWS EDITOR AND
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
USG CORRESPONDENT

The Undergraduate Student
Government held its second meeting of the summer on August 18 and
laid out a towering list of objectives
for September.
Many of the goals are set to be
completed in the coming weeks,
including the USG Insider, a freshman trip to Philadelphia, a “Welcome Back Week” and a website
for clubs. To fund initiatives such
as the freshman trip, USG plans
to petition the Bernard M. Baruch
College Association’s Board of Directors for additional money from
the surplus.
The website, which USG President Tanvir Hossain dubbed BaruchEvents.com, will house clubs’
contact information and an event
listing. The price for this website
and the people working on it were
omitted from the details, while Director of Student Life Carl Aylman
was quick to shun the idea.
Aylman, the 25-plus year veteran of student affairs, said a similar website exists already – www.
baruch.cuny.edu/stulife. Hossain
fired back that the name was too
long and there was no personal information but Aylman named privacy issues as a reason for the lack
of information.
The Student Life website contains a listing of every campus club
and organization, as well as the
club’s meeting room, e-mail and
website as long as either are supplied to Student Life.
The freshman trip, a multi-day
affair where students will hear
speeches and build relationships,
is expected to cost $14,000. Hossain said insurance is not included
in these costs and Upper Senator
Nabila Owens pointed out that it
has not been secured yet.
Insurance for trips has been an
issue for clubs in the past, especially Hossain’s former club, the
Extreme Outdoor Adventure club.
Last winter, Hossain and his club
planned a ski trip that was eventually canceled after failing to receive
insurance.
Hossain plans for the trip to be
for 200 freshmen and charging $20
per student to offset the cost by
$4,000. Support for the trip is widespread, according to Hossain.
“Anyone I tell about this trip
says, ‘I wish this was available to
me,’” said Hossain. “The purpose
(of this trip) is not the place, not
Philly, but the essence of it: establish relationships amongst friendship and common interests to keep
people invested in (Baruch).”
While USG’s new initiatives will
put a strain on their budget, they
are discussing another attempt
at increasing the student activity
fee to inject additional funds into
clubs and organizations. This time
though, USG will survey students
in October and determine how
they feel before putting it to a vote.
Upper Senator Garam Choe will
spearhead the initiative.
“We want to post budgets on the
club area walls (and) weekly updates in the club area,” he said.
Hossain discussed developing
a website detailing each club’ budget.
Aylman, in an earlier interview,
sided against this idea. “I don’t
know if anybody is going to study
it. For those invested in what goes
on, that is nice. For those not connected or with no vested interest,
they will say ‘No I don’t want to pay
more regardless if it’s transparent
or not transparent.’”

The Board of Trustees announced that Stan Altman would
immedietly replace Kathleen Waldron as president of Baruch College
at a meeting on Tuesday morning
in CUNY’s headquarters.
Her sudden resignation was announced by Trustee Chairperson
Benno Schmidt, without any reason initially and ended her fiveyear reign. A letter was circulated
by the Board of Trustees at the conclusion of the meeting, stating that
she stepped down ‘to pursue other
academic interests.’
Waldron, as of Sept. 1, will join
Baruch in a new capacity – a tenured faculty member. She was not
in attendance.
Following Altman’s introduction, Goldstein briefly listed off his
accomplishments, and said, “We
are delighted to welcome you to
our committee.”
Altman, a tenured professor in
Baruch’s School of Public Affairs
and the dean from 1999-2005, is
no stranger to being a leader. The
professor founded and led three
organizations throughout the 70s,
80s, and 90s: the Institute of Public Services Performance, People &
Concepts, Inc. and Mini Computer
Analysis.
When he relinquished his leadership of the School of Public Affairs, Altman remained active in
Baruch’s leadership by chairing
the Faculty Senate and serving on
various Baruch and CUNY committees.
His resume also includes a long
history of civic service, including a
stint as a trustee of the Murray Hill
Committee, membership on the
Murray Hill Rezoning Committee,

where he successfully lobbied for
the down zoning of the area, and,
most recently, is a board member
of the Independent Budget Office.
As Altman accepted his new position, he mentioned his past with
CUNY, starting from when he attended City College and received
his bachelors in electrical engineering.
“This is all happening very fast,
it is a dream come true, but I am
quite taken aback,” said Altman.
He said was called ‘a few nights
ago’ and was asked to step in. He
was helping his daughter move up
to Ithaca to start her college career
and had to come back to New York
immediately.
He hopes to tackle many issues
going on at Baruch, such as the renovation of 17 Lexington, the budget,
the business school accreditation
process and strengthening student
services.
“I will focus primarily on the
priorities of the campus. I am not a
believer of cutting anyone or focusing on one thing in particular,” Altman said of the troubled budget. “I
have a history of trying to help find
money for the budget.”
He emphasized the necessity for
a relationship between the faculty
and students at Baruch. Altman
added that reinforcing the infrastructure of the faculty and administrative side is necessary.
“I think we need to hire administrative people before faculty,
there’s not enough and they’re an
important part of the infrastructure,” he said.
Altman will hold his position
as Baruch’s interim president until
over the conclusion of the upcoming spring semester. According to
Jay Hershenson, senior vice-chancellor for university relations , the
search for a new president will start
in the fall. “I won’t run for presi-
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dent next year,” Altman said. “I’m
not looking to make this a lifelong
dream; I want to get back to the faculty.”
But while he’s at the helm, Altman plans to meet with the Undergraduate Student Government
more often, aid the budget and
help the Baruch community.

The tustees present at the meeting were confident in the decision
they made due to Altman’s long
history in CUNY and working with
students.
“It’s great to have someone
come in and not ask where the keys
are,” said Hershenson.

Baruch awarded over the summer
BY SABRINA SMITH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Aside from holding the title of the largest Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)-accredited program in the United
States, the Zicklin School of Business has recently received the prestigious awards for the academic and service achievements of its students.
According to PR Newswire United Business
Media, the Graduate Management Admission
Council presented TeamMBA Awards to six
business schools from the United States and Europe.
At the GMAC Annual Industry Conference
this past June, the awards were given in recognition for commitment to community engagement and demonstration of corporate responsible. Zicklin was awarded the 2009 Recipient
of Service Award for Original Program, where
students were congratulated for their efforts to
help young people understand the benefits of
budgeting and learning to properly use credit.
TeamMBA was created by GMAC as the glob-

al initiative for community service by students in
graduate management programs.
According to Dave Wilson, president and CEO
of Graduate Management Admission Council,
TeamMBA began in 2005 and since then, more
than 7,000 students, faculty and alumni contributed over 25,000 hours and raised more than
half a million dollars for charities and service
projects.
According to TeamMBA, the Baruch College
Honors MBA program, Financial Literary Project, is a student-run response to the financial
crisis. The MBA students that participated used
their business expertise to create a plan to teach
and offer ways to budgeting, credit and risk
while “encouraging control over personal financial well-being,” to a younger audience.
“The project was started by the students who
wanted to take the initiative and do something
for their community, without any intentions of
entering a competition,” said Frank Fletcher, executive director of graduate programs. “We were
one of five schools to receive an award out of
hundreds of applicants, and that was very exciting.”

Along with TeamMBA, the ECHO Awards
recognizes the work of students pursuing a career in direct/interactive marketing. According
to Adjunct Professor Patti Devine, faculty advisor for the competition for the past two years,
the teams of students were assigned a client and
given the challenge of creating a product based
on the criteria of that client.
Two groups of graduate students won the
gold and silver medal for their performance in
the competition with a third given special recognition.
According to Campus News, Baruch has won
the most Collegiate ECHO awards among other
colleges since the start of the program. The annual ECHO Awards are presented by the Direct
Marketing Education Foundation and will be
held on Oct. 10.
“It is a real client and a real product and students agree that it’s the best-hands on experience,” said Devine. “They have to be able to get
results and make sure that they are bringing in
revenue for the product, and that is something
that you would really have to do in a corporate
environment.”

Masters in entrepreneurship now offered
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
According to Professor Edward Rogoff, who
will be the chair of the program, the typical master’s curriculum consists of 20 courses, but a
student pursuing a master’s in entrepreneurial
studies will only be mandated ten for the program.
“The master’s in Entrepreneurship is unique
in the region and I think that it will be a much
more focused program,” said Rogoff. “This was
a natural next step for the department and this

will be something offered locally as well as internationally.”
According to Dean Elliott, the start-up of the
new master’s degree came about through the
continued interest of students and the available
resources at Baruch.
Every fall, students participate in the Merrill Lynch Entrepreneurship Competition. An
estimated 75 to 100 students are assigned mentors and create teams that submit concepts for
new ventures, and attend non-academic classes
where they learn to write a business plan.

Baruch, in conjunction with New York State,
offers the Small Business Development Center
(SBDC) where students can receive assistance
from business advisors who are trained to serve
the needs of New York entrepreneurs.
“There’s a big appetite for entrepreneurship,
and with that there should be a positive outlook
for the program, and only time will tell,” said Elliott.
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Baruch reaches top CUNY summer students sore
BY RACHEL HONG
STAFF WRITER

Baruch has received recognition
from Princeton Review’s guidebook, The Best 371 Colleges, which
based its rankings on feedback solicited from more than 122, 000 undergraduates nationwide, as well as
official admission data.
It is intensively competitive to
enter in this guidebook because
only about 15 percent of the country’s
2, 500 four-year colleges are profiled.
And
Baruch
students’ diligence
pays off. Robert
Franek, Princeton
Review’s vice president for publishing
and author of The
Best 371 Colleges
commended
Baruch for its “outstanding academics”.
“We always know
that we’re an excellent school, but it’s
good to have external validation.”
said Zane Berzins, Baruch’s news
director. “Princeton Review is popular among high school students
and their parents, so [Baruch’s] inclusion [in the guidebook] is a big
[honor].”
For the first time, Baruch College was named the most selective
college in its region, with an acceptance rate of 23.5%.
Due to the high number of international students and the school’s
location, Baruch has also retained
its position as number one in the
category of student diversity in
both the Princeton Review and U.S.
News & World Report for the 11th
consecutive year.
Baruch College was also ranked

sixth in U.S. News & World Report
magazine’s list of best masterdegree granting public colleges in
the region and 36th among best
master-degree granting institutions
in the north.
In addition, the college was
lauded for its high freshman retention rate (88.5%) as well as the low
level of debt incurred by its graduates.
The latter honor is not a surprise considering
the fact that Baruch
College had been
dubbed the “poor
man’s
Harvard”
by the New York
Daily News, which
acknowledged the
college’s high-value-at-low-cost education package.
Forbes magazine
ranked Baruch 35th
in the nation on its
just-released list of
“Best College Buys”.
Baruch was also
listed 59th among
“Best Public Colleges” nation-wide.
Baruch also beat both NYU
(#355) and Fordham (#343) with a
ranking of #304 in the category of
“America’s Best Colleges.”
Baruch’s strong reputation is
supported by the high achievements of students attending the
college.
Ida Tong, a senior majoring
in accounting, had interned this
summer at KPMG after receiving
an offer from the company. She
attributes her success to Baruch’s
strong relationship with KPMG
and the resourceful Starr Career
Development Center that guided
her toward the “right path in [her]
career”.

“Baruch also beat
both NYU and
Fordham with a
ranking of #304
in the category
of America’s
Best Colleges.”

 Summer applicants for CUNY
increased this summer along with
the temperature
BY RACHEL HONG
STAFF WRITER

Instead of getting tanned at the
beach or making photocopies for
internships, many students flooded
the CUNY lecture halls and libraries this summer.
A recent report indicated
that more than 73,000 students
were enrolled in CUNY summer
courses, up 3 percent from last
year and rising to the highest level
in 18 years.
The official data for the enrollment of Baruch students in summer courses is not finalized yet.
In a Daily News article, CUNY
Chancellor Mathew Goldstein attributed the enrollment surge to
students’ desire to fast track their
academic experience to accommodate their career aspirations.
“I wanted to have my credit up
to date so when I am a senior and
I obtain an internship, I won’t have
much of a work load to worry about
in school and I can focus more on
my career instead,” said Jennifer
Cobos, a junior at Baruch.
Margaret Fu, a marketing major,
takes summer classes so she can
get a head start on completing her
minor while she interns. Not only
do summer classes allow her to
complete a course in less time,
but she said that the laid-back
mentality that is characteristic
of summertime also helps her
cope with stressful coursework.

There are other motivations; many students
were looking to learn
new skills to enhance
their resumes for acquiring internships in
the recession. Several
seniors tried to do
last minute crunching on core curriculum classes in order
to meet the gradua-

ed in my major,” said
Kamellia Saroop, a
sophomore at Baruch
who plans to major
in finance. “These
are extra classes I intend to take just out
of pure interests.”

tion requirements. On the
opposite
end
were some sophomores who still
had not finished
the core curriculum but wanted to
move ahead.
“I wanted to finish up two of these
core courses this
summer in order
to make room for
courses not includ-
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Opinions
EDITORIALS

POLITICAL CARTOON

CUNY’S MOUTH SHUT
ON RESIGNATION
President Kathleen Waldron’s abrupt departure leaves many
questions in the minds of Baruch students and faculty. When
her decision was officially announced, the only explanation
provided to the students was that she was leaving “to pursue
academic interests.” CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein
later explained in an e-mail that Waldron would become a
University Professor. It is odd that with all of her success during
her five years at Baruch, Waldron would suddenly call for her
own resignation, and even more so, because CUNY refuses to
discuss the issue.
In 2008, Waldron was making over $250,000 a year, in addition to housing allowances and various other perks. It is hard
to believe that she would voluntarily give these up in exchange
for the less glamorous position of university professor.
Instead of giving us specific facts about Waldron’s resignation, it seems that CUNY would rather have us continue to hear
the numerous rumors and possibly false accusations that are
circulating about our former president.
We are grateful for the many positive things that Waldron
has done for Baruch including implementing numerous programs and garnering large donations for the school, starting
with a total of $54 million in gifts from alumni in the first few
months of her presidency.
We have high hopes for Stan Altman, who has had a great
deal of leadership experience and has the potential to bring
success to Baruch. We look forward to seeing him fulfill his
promises to improve our budget and to work on building better
relationships between faculty and student. Hopefully, he will
continue on the path that our former president has laid out,
and that whoever is elected next year will do as good a job as
she has done.

ILLUSTRATION BY NATE BEELER I CAGLE.COM
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How much money does it take to solidify an incoming
class of freshmen?
The USG has proposed several activities to accomplish
this goal, one of which is a trip to Philadelphia for around 200
freshmen that would cost around $14,000. That is a fine idea,
but an unwise use of funds.
There are plenty of options in this city that can build unity
among students that do not involve spending thousands of dollars. We happen to live in a city that is considered to be a hub
of culture and business, so there is no shortage of interesting
things to do. Taking new students to inspirational speeches or
lectures, or just to the park to play some getting-to-know-you
games, would not only save money, but would be available to
a larger percentage of our new students. 200 students is a tiny
number, considering that there were thousands of incoming
freshmen this fall. This is not really solidification, is it?
No one is arguing the importance of building a Baruch
community, but if we pour too much money into one goal,
then it only stands to reason that there will be less available
to meet our other goals—more important goals like fixing the
escalators. It is important that we think of the quality of life for
all students at Baruch on a daily basis, not just one big party for
a fraction of the student body in the beginning of the year.
There are many ways to bring an incoming class of students
into a cohesive group, building and solidifying friendships.
Some require a lot of money that would be better used for
the completion of other more pressing objectives, and some
cost very little, thus ensuring that there will be money left for
everything else. The choice seems simple, especially when
both options accomplish the same goal.

COMMENT ON THE
EDITORIALS
VISIT THETICKER.ORG

The Ticker welcomes correspondence from all readers. When a submission is made, please include your
name, graduation year and organization title, if applicable. Letter submissions should not exceed 250
words. The Ticker reserves the right to edit submissions for clarity and length. Submissions should be
sent each Wednesday by 5 p.m. to opinions@theticker.org.

In Response To “USG and
their ambitious agenda” article:
What people fail to realize is that
there are students who wish to be a
part of something more than the high
school lifestyle Baruch has. USG is taking
initiative to give students an opportunity
to do more than simply go to classes.
Bringing a counter commuter culture
is what this year’s USG is about. USG is
there to serve the student body with their
needs and wants to make their college
experience memorable.
-Student
In Response To “USG and their
ambitious agenda” article:
What a ridiculous waste of time and
money. I am always up for a good party
and spending time with my friends and
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least not for the right reasons - but they
will speak fondly of one that makes their
college a better place.
I hope that this USG will realize the
importance of their job, sooner rather
than later.
-Concerned Student
In Response To “Activity fee poses
dilemma” article:
Tanvir- didn’t you tell me you weren’t
going to raise student activity fees? Lying
already and school hasn’t even started
yet.
-Concerned Baruchian
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other Baruch students - but to spend
$10,000 on a freshman trip and actually
use money for a “toga party” - all at the
very beginning of the school year? It
seems like the most irresponsible way
to begin controlling a new government.
Also, the new USG needs to take
Carl Aylman’s opinions into extreme
consideration - he has seen it all in his
tenure at the school and no one knows
more about what is going on than him
-- honestly, if he thinks it’s a bad idea and
actually tells you it is - that’s because it
probably is.
It seems to me that this new USG is
starting off over-confident and focusing
only on the “fun” rather than the
practicality of paying for new escalators
or computers, anything that would
actually make a real difference to the
students of our school. No one is going
to remember the USG that threw a lot of
expensive and unnecessary parties - at
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Growing Up

Animal Justice
KELLY WHITE
Murder. The mere thought of
this word is enough to make most
humans cringe. I think most people
can agree that anyone capable of
committing multiple murders
and torturing other living things
definitely deserves to be harshly
punished. But what if a person
tortures and kills a non-human?
Do the same feelings of animosity
and disgust apply to animal killers?
Why do our feelings differ between
species?
Sentences for people that torture
and kill animals are not nearly as
harsh as they should be. As an
animal rights activist, I do believe
that the human race has engaged
itself in an undeclared war against
other species, and that those
species never receive the justice
they deserve. I do not believe that
the life of an animal is worth any
more then the life of a human, but
I also do not believe that it is worth
any less.
Animal cruelty is considered
a class E felony, meaning that the
maximum sentence for it is only two
years. This doesn’t seem fair. There
are criminals that have committed
horrible crimes against many
animals and have only received
two years in prison. In 2007, a
Long Island man decided that he
no longer desired to keep his pit
bull as a pet. Rather than taking his
dog to a shelter for surrender, he
decided to douse him in gasoline,
chain him to a tree and set him on
fire. Afterward, he walked away as
if nothing had happened. He was
sentenced to only two years in jail.
Similar punishments were given to
people who killed multiple animals
and participated in dogfights.
If someone killed eight people,

AARON MONTEABARO

PUPPYINTRAINING.COM
they would be considered a serial
killer, yet so many people defended
a man who killed several animals
known as ‘man’s best friends.’ Even
though people convicted of animal
cruelty could spend time in jail, it is
not in the same kind of prison that
a human killer would be sentenced
to, and it is only for a fraction of the
time that they deserve. No amount
of money can replace the precious
life of a living creature.
My greatest wish is that one day
there will be no need for harsher
punishments for those convicted of
animal cruelty. However, I fear this

day will never come, and I know
that something must be done. An
animal is a being that will love you
unconditionally like no human ever
could, but they are still mistreated
every day. I propose that those
convicted of animal cruelty be
charged with a class D felony that
carries a maximum of 7 years jail
time, which I believe better fits the
crime. Anyone capable of hurting
a helpless animal is undoubtedly
capable of much worse crimes. The
animals that they harm deserve their
justice, and these people deserve
harsher punishments.

The Final Goodbye
Dear Baruch College Community,
I want to thank you for giving me
the opportunity to serve as President
of Baruch College for the past half
decade. It was a great honor to serve
the over 16,000 students who attend
Baruch and I wish you all a good start
to the academic year.
Over the past few years,
Baruch has received a number
of distinguished accolades and
increased its visibility both nationally
and internationally. During my time
as president, Baruch became ranked
among the top 15 percent of colleges
in the United States according to
Princeton Review for the first time
and, just three weeks ago, Forbes
magazine recognized Baruch as one
of the best colleges in the country.
U.S. News and World Report rankings
of the undergraduate business
program reached new levels and
various academic programs received
distinction in other professional
assessments.
In the past five years, Baruch won
the Inroads award, a CASE award, and
the Herschberg award for academic
excellence, for fund-raising and for
advancement of minority students.
Baruch continues to be ranked as
the most diverse college in the U.S.
and next month, Baruch will be
recognized in Washington D.C. with
a Minority Access award.
National recognition is important
but it is not the only measure of
success. Hiring excellent faculty and
attracting excellent students are also
important. I am proud that while I
served as president, over 150 new
professors joined the ranks of full
time faculty.
In the last two years, Baruch
professors achieved the college’s
first Guggenheim fellowships and
Culman Center fellowship. The
publications and presentations
of the faculty have placed Baruch
among the top in major areas,
especially in important fields of the

Zicklin School such as accountancy,
finance and entrepreneurship,
as well as in the School of Public
Health’s not for profit group and
Weissman School’s financial
engineering program, journalism
and history. With the creation of
two new academic departments
and several new degrees in the past
few years, Baruch is well positioned
to keep its reputation for academic
excellence.
Of course, the success of the
students is the most important thing
and Baruch students can boast. Over
the past few years, students won
Baruch’s first Fulbright fellows. The
mock U.N. delegation team won
three awards in the national Model
U.S. Conference this year and five
MBA students took first place in
the Intercollegiate Merrill Lynch
Entrepreneurship Competition. Two
Baruch teams placed second and
third out of 137 teams in the Microsoft
Advertising Digital Challenge in 2009
and students also won in the National
Black Accounting Association annual
competition.
Baruch students have won more
ECHO awards in direct marketing
than any other college and last year,
Baruch math students excelled
in the CUNY wide mathematics
competition. Student publications
continue to win awards from
Columbia Scholastic Press and the
Society of Professional Journalism
this year.
The athletic accomplishments of
the Bearcats are too numerous to
name here. See the WebPages for
more on the great sports teams!
A college becomes a great
institution because of its faculty and
its students, who graduate to become
alumni. Baruch has one of the most
distinguished groups of alumnus
of any institution in the country.
I established an alumni office as
soon as I arrived, expanded the
advancement office and enhanced
the career development center.

Today, our Starr Career Development
that helps students pursue their postgraduation dreams
Maintaining contact with
graduates is very important for fundraising efforts and to help the next
generation of students in their future
endeavours. I am proud that during
my tenure, alumni contributed
over $160 million in cash and
pledges, establishing new endowed
professorships, scholarships and
general support for academic and
co-curricular programs and faculty
research. When I began as president,
the Baruch College Fund had just
$54 million in assets and these
climbed to $142 million before the
recent market downturn, even as the
College spent over $10 million a year
to support its activities.
I am extremely grateful to the
alumni, the trustees of the Baruch
College Fund, the foundations, the
corporations and all donors to the
college who recognize the excellent
education Baruch College students
work so hard to obtain.
As a donor to Baruch myself,
I expect to continue to support
the college as I take on new
responsibilities as a University
Professor at CUNY’s Graduate
Center. I look forward to the
continued success of this school
and to the future accomplishments
of students and faculty.
I wish you all the very best as
students and urge you to continue
to support Baruch after you
graduate and use your education
to become successful alumni. And
to the incoming students: welcome
to one of the finest colleges in the
United States. Please enjoy and take
advantage of everything the College
has to offer you.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Waldron
University President
President, Baruch College 20042009

There comes a certain time in the
life of every kid when they decide,
sometimes out of the blue, that
they are an adult from that point
forward. It is, of course, not quite
that simple, but there are indeed
adults walking around among us.
We may even know a few. So how
did they get that way? Is there a
deciding factor or some inherent
quality that suddenly transforms
kids into adults?
There is a lot more to being an
adult than is readily apparent. It
certainly doesn’t come down to age,
as most of us know someone who
acts like a child well into his or her
advanced years. Besides that, there
are definitive trends among adults
to try to recapture their youthful
years and among the youth to act
in a way well beyond what anyone
would expect of their years.
It seems like it has more to do
with responsibility. This could
mean having responsibilities like
work, school or family. This could
also mean accepting responsibility
when a mistake is made or someone
is hurt because of one’s actions or
acknowledging the rewards of a job
well done.
In large part, that is what high
school and college are about.
Of course, there is the academic
and professional training side of
things, but both schools serve as
buffers between adolescence and
adulthood. In essence, they teach
us how to be responsible.
For many, college can be the first
time a kid has been away from their
parents for an extended period of
time and responsibilities increase
with growing levels of independence.

For example, after you leave home,
is anyone going to make sure you
have clean clothes and dinner
when you get back from school?
The answer is almost always “no.”
Just by leaving the comfort of your
parents’ house, you now have to feed
yourself and clean your clothes. On
top of your basic, everyday needs,
many students have to hold down
jobs while they attend school.
School teaches us time
management. In order to get all your
schoolwork done and still manage
to live a decent and wholesome
life, you will undoubtedly have to
plan your week, your month or your
semester in such a way that leaves
you time for fun, time to eat and
time to study.
It also teaches problem solving.
Forgot to take that pesky CPE exam?
You’re going to have to go to the
office, write your explanation letter,
and make sure you don’t miss it next
semester. Your parents are not likely
to do these things for you, even if
they are nearby.
School gives us responsibilities
and teaches us how to handle
them, which seems to be the key
to being an adult. That is not all
encompassing, of course, but
it is one of the major aspects of
adulthood. After all, when was the
last time you saw a six-year-old
child worrying about dinner or
a career? It may happen, but it is
unusual. The essence of being a kid
is not having responsibilities. That
is why we enjoyed our childhood,
and why we seek to recapture it as
adults.

The Home Stretch
JOYCELYN MCGREGOR

DREAMSTIME.COM

For the first time in a long while,
I can actually say that summer
vacation did not fly by. I was able
to enjoy every second of it. I got to
party, hang out with friends and just
relax my mind and body after a long
semester of school, work, and other
stresses. This summer surely wasn’t
disappointing and I can actually
say I’m excited to see where the fall
semester takes me.
Although I’m excited about this
semester, I can definitely say it’s a
daunting one. This is my “senior
year,” and I write that in quotations
because I’m still not sure if my
college career will be a four-year
or five-year plan at this point.
This is what I get for changing my
concentration twice before realizing
what I really wanted to study.
But if indeed this is my last
year, graduate school is my next
destination. Before I can even think
of the long, tedious application
process, I have to first know which
graduate schools I would consider
going to. When I finally do decide
on some schools to apply to, I have
to get my recommendations, fill out
lengthy applications and write a few
essays that will hopefully help prove
that I am meant for their program.
Just thinking about it makes me
feel as though this is all too much,
especially since it feels like I was a
freshman just yesterday.
I still remember the days when I

was getting used to college life and
bonding with my friends in my
freshman block. I remember when
all the classes I needed to take were
laid out in front of me, and the only
concerns I had were the quality of
the professor and if my friends were
in the same class as me, or at least
had the same breaks.
Well, those days are over.
My friends and I have different
majors and minors so our concerns
are different. The only interests we
share are getting the classes we need
and, hopefully, at the times we want.
We’re all trying to graduate in May
and that’s really all we care about.
Hanging out with each other is no
longer our major concern.
I really miss those days.
Nothing compares to your
first year of college. Take it from
me, freshmen; it’s going to seem
stressful at times. College is a huge
adjustment with the workload,
classrooms, environment and
people, it is a major change. But
the memories you will make are all
worth it. You’ll gain new friends, new
experiences and new knowledge. At
the end of it all, you will grow into a
different person.
To the sophomores and juniors,
keep working hard. Seniors, enjoy
your last year. Freshmen, make
memories! Before you know it
you’ll be a senior and it will almost
be over!
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Business

A stable business in banking
BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR

While most companies struggle
through the recession, some businesses within industries are experiencing an uptick in earnings and
have thrived in the current economic environment. Case in point,
transaction banking in the financial services sector has defied the
downturn and provided a stable
business model, largely driven by
consistent growth of fund inflow.
Transaction banking is a business that provides multiple solutions and services to financial institutions and corporations, such as
fund management, access to capital before the sale of goods (also
known as factoring) and collection
of documents guaranteeing the
ability of one party to pay another.
Among other services offered by
transaction banking divisions to
organizations are custody of assets,
trust services and foreign exchange
of currencies.
In an interview with The Ticker,
Kevin Weeks, managing director
and head of asset-backed securities Americas at Deutsche Bank,
explained how transaction banking
differed from investment banking
and commercial banking. Weeks
explained that, “Transaction banking is not an individual type of
business … [it] is a ‘team sport.’” He
added that “The solutions that you
provide to clients are usually teambased.” According to Weeks, when
a client approaches the Bank, a tailored solution is developed to meet
their needs.
The business relationship with
clients in transaction banking is

LUIS SUED | THE TICKER

One of the transaction banking businesses is trust and securities services, where the trustee works directly with investors.
typically long-term. “You tend to
do more and more business with
that client over time and you work
to build a relationship with them
that will last for many years,” Weeks
stated.
In the Americas, according to
their 2008 annual reports, four
key banks with strong transaction
banking businesses were Citigroup,
JP Morgan, Bank of New York Mellon and Deutsche Bank. The businesses generally found under
transaction banking are cash management, trade finance, trust and
securities services and in some instances, foreign currency exchange
and/or capital market sales.
Using a bank’s cash management platform, an organization
can manage its daily inflows and
outflows of cash and execute mundane tasks such as paying its bills.
The trade finance business offers
solutions to clients such as credit

lines backed by collateral and accounts receivable coming from
different obligors. In the trust business, a bank is responsible for different tasks as a third party, such
as holding a company’s bonds and
paying the coupons and principal
in a timely fashion.
According to the Deutsche Bank
and Citigroup annual reports for
2008, their transaction banking
business performed above expectations. At Bank of New York Mellon, over 72 percent of its revenue
was generated by the transaction
bank, as per its annual report. At
Citi, nine percent of its revenues
were generated in its transaction
services business. For the year
2008, the numbers in JP Morgan’s
report indicate that eight percent
of its sales were generated in its
treasury and securities services
business. Deutsche Bank’s Global
Transaction Banking accounted for

five percent of its revenues in 2008.
Transaction banking has proven
to be a stable business during the
recession. Part of this stability is
due to the ability of banks to meet
their clients’ needs, even when
faced with drastic changes in their
infrastructure. According to Weeks,
one of the main constants that he
has observed over time is the need
to accommodate shifting requirements of its clients. “Client requirements are always changing … technology changes, systems change,
our systems change,” said Weeks.
And he believes that regulators will
be the drivers of change in the business structure in the coming years.
When asked how he oversees
the development of his business
around the world, Weeks articulated that managers cultivate the
expertise of its people, addressing
the needs of their clients at different locations. Visiting the offices

around the world and communicating regularly are important ways
of keeping track of the activities at
overseas offices, said Weeks.
Distinct and sharp skills are
needed in order to attain success in
any prestigious financial services
business. Transaction banking is
no exception. Weeks emphasized
the importance of students’ proficiency in written and verbal communications. “You’re constantly
selling yourself … you really need to
be able to translate those ideas you
have in your head to a project base
or to other people on the team,”
said Weeks. He added, “try not to
lose sight of the fact that you need
to be able to transfer your specialized skill to your colleagues.”
When hiring new employees,
one of the first elements that Weeks
evaluates is the individual’s fit into
the team. He considers whether the
prospective candidates will be able
“to enjoy the role and work well
with their peers.” Additionally, according to Weeks, paying attention
to details is of critical importance.
He stated, “we deal with lots of
small details that accumulate into
very large financial transactions,
so, you want somebody who’s really cautious, who checks their work,
and makes sure that they do not
make mistakes.”
Transaction banking provides
career opportunities for students.
Last summer, Deutsche Bank recruited from Baruch for its Global
Transaction Banking business and
has many Baruch alumni working
full-time. For more information on
the varied opportunities offered in
transaction banking, visit the Starr
Career Development Center at Baruch or visit www.db.com/gtb.

MANAGING DIRECTOR DISCUSSES TRANSACTION BANKING
most of my experience has always been in
transaction banking in the trust department
specifically.
How did the current crisis affect your
business within transaction banking and
how did the bank respond to the changes
(if any)?

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Kevin C. Weeks, MD, Deutsche Bank
BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR

Please tell us a little about yourself
(Where you come from, school/s you
went to, line of work, current position
and how you got here).
Weeks: I’m a native New Yorker. I’ve
always lived in and around New York and
I went to Pace University in Westchester
County. I worked in New York City ever since
graduation. In school I majored in business
administration and technology. My first job
out of college actually was in the technology field. I worked for IBM. I worked in that
technology area before I joined banking
and then once I joined banking, I’ve done
various things. I worked in Chemical Bank’s
middle market; I worked in the predecessor to Deutsche Bank and Deutsche Bank
in the trust department. I’ve also worked
in JP Morgan’s trust department. In all told,

Weeks: I think ... in our business we started to see it [the credit crisis] early; in fact, we
started to see signs among some of our deals
with clients in the summer of 2007 when the
crisis was first not really widely known. The
first impact that we saw [was when] some
of our mortgage-related clients were having a stressful period early in 2007 and by
the summer of 2007 a number of them were
having trouble in the short-term funding
markets. We have a set of services in assetbacked commercial paper or conduits. That
was first impacted. We saw that our clients
were having difficulty selling their shortterm notes. The market values on securities
were dropping quite rapidly, affecting the
market value deals. We started to see our
first defaults on bonds and short-term notes
in August through November of 2007. After
that initial period things just started to expand. Early on it was the short-term market
and mortgage-related and then as the crisis unfolded it really started to affect many
different areas. I think if you fast-forward
through 2008 it then impacted entire firms.
You see Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers
had very high profile situations. That was
sort of a rolling progression through the
year and by the end of the year I think there
wasn’t an asset class that we work with that
hadn’t been affected. It was pretty much
across the board, everybody had been impacted. I think it also spread outside of just
the finance community throughout the
2008 year into the main street. It started affecting the broader economic measures as
well. Unemployment, interest rates, default

rates on different types of consumer debt as
well.
That’s kind of where we saw how has it
changed. I am in the part of business where
we [the bank] are a trustee. A trustee is a
fiduciary that protects the interests of the
bondholder and the note holders who own
the security. You know, that’s why investors
have us there, is for these times when there
are defaults and when there are difficulties.
It basically has worked the way we would
expect it to work.
Are there any special training or qualifications that would be helpful for an individual attaining success in the financial
services industry?
Weeks: For my piece of the transaction
banking business, we’re in a trustee services
business; I always start and crack a joke and
say, “there is no trustee 101 class.” So, very
few people join my piece of the business
with a lot of in-depth or knowledge about
the products or services. That’s all gained
on the job. So, one of the top things that I
think people can do to prepare themselves
for the job, and I think this is true for any
career, I think the first and foremost, I tell
people are verbal and written communication skills. You’re constantly presenting
yourself. It starts with the interview and
selling yourself for the job, but then everyday you come to work you’re dealing with
peers, you are attending meetings you’re
on conference calls, you’re talking to clients. You really need to be able to translate
those ideas you have in your head to a project base or to other people on the team. If
you can’t accurately describe it [the idea], if
you can’t accurately communicate it, then
you’re going to struggle. The same thing
goes for written, certainly you’re going to
write business letters proposals, business
and technical requirements specifications.
If you can’t communicate, again, your ideas,

your needs, your concepts, through presentations and letters, you’re going to struggle.
I would say to any student, even whether
they’re in business or liberal arts or any discipline, that’s a skill you’re going to need,
no matter where you go. Always concentrate on your interests and your major ... but
never lose sight of the fact that you need to
translate your specialized skill to someone
else, in some other way. Don’t lose sight of
those two items.
Lastly, what does the Bank look for
when hiring interns, temporary and fulltime employees? Please provide some
advice on what students should focus on
if they are interested in thinking about
working in transaction banking in the future.
Weeks: When I look for new folks, and I
think this is true for all hiring managers, one
of the first things I do is I look at that person
and think, “Gee, would they fit in the team?
Would they fit with our department? Do I
see them as somebody who is generally going to be seamless and is going to enjoy the
role and work well with their peers?” [Another] thing I look at, because the person
that is coming from a school doesn’t have
a lot of business experience, doesn’t have a
lot of specialized training, you look for other
accomplishments, other academic accomplishments, their activities, what they have
been involved with. It tells you a little a bit
about their interests. I think the last thing
you want is, somebody who is conscientious, who’s dedicated. Finally, I would say
in my business, ... being detail-oriented, is
really important. It’s transaction banking
and we deal with lots of small details that
accumulate into very large financial transactions, so, you want somebody who’s really
cautious, who checks their work, and make
sure that they don’t make mistakes. That is
an important skill to have.
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New insights in “More Mortgage Meltdown"
some homeowners.
The authors explained that the
mid-2007 bubble burst, falling interest rates and lenders’ practice of
lending borrowers as much as 60
percent of their pre-tax income had
large repercussions. In addition,
the authors explain that sub-prime
mortgages were only 20 percent
of all outstanding mortgages in
the marketplace at the peak of the
bubble.
In the second part of the book,
the authors explain how individu-

BING.COM/IMAGES

Fund manager Whitney Tilson (center) with value investing students at a gathering.
BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR

There are many events that have
taken place since the collapse of
Bear Stearns that we, as business
students, need to keep track of.
There are many books that have
been recommended by professionals, which we, as business editors,
would like to share with you. Understanding the impact of the formation and eventual implosion of
the US mortgage market is essential for learning about what caused
the credit crisis and recession.
Since the collapse of Bear Stearns,

students have struggled to keep up
with the plethora of articles written
to explain the cause of the bubble.
In their book “More Mortgage
Meltdown,” Whitney Tilson and
Glenn Tongue, fund managers at
T2 Partners LLC, explain why the
housing bubble occurred and what
we are likely to see happen next in
the housing market, the stock market and the economy as a whole.
In explaining the cause of the bubble, the authors utilize a number
of charts to portray the bubble’s
full scope and its potential consequences. The authors manage to
present intricate financial concepts

in a comprehensible and logical
manner.
The first part of the book presents a concise but detailed explanation of what happened during
the current mortgage sub-prime
crisis. One of the main causes of
the housing bubble, according to
the authors, was the ability of borrowers to obtain as much as three
times their income to buy homes
they clearly couldn’t afford. The
authors write about how individuals started using the equity they
had in their homes as “cash-out
financing,” and how many lenders
took advantage of the ignorance of

als can profit from the
mortgage meltdown.
The authors state that
the “greatest challenge of investing in
this environment,” is
the sharp decline in
the economy, which
makes the fundamental analysis of companies more
difficult.
The authors give insight into
the tenets of value investing. They
use detailed case studies of several
well-known companies, such as
American Express and Wells Fargo,
to show how to analyze companies.
If you have never understood the
structure of a typical RMBS (Residential Mortgage Backed Security)
or CDO (Collateralized Debt Obli-

gations), the case study of MBIA,
Inc. should fill in that gap. The authors also share perspectives articulated by respected and renowned
investors such as Warren Buffet,
Seth Klarman and Howard Marks.
For intellectually curious students and those interested in learning about investing, this book can
be a highly valuable guide. While
some believe that we are in the
ninth inning of this crisis, Tilson,
who appeared in a high profile “60
Minutes” segment on the housing
bubble in December 2008, believes
that we are “roughly in the fifth
inning.” In “More Mortgage Meltdown,” the authors offer compelling evidence to validate this belief.
In addition to learning about
the mortgage meltdown, other topics for professional
and personal development should
be considered as
well. For students
not majoring in finance and looking
to learn about value investing and
the interpretation
of financial statements in a simple,
concise manner,
the book “Warren
Buffett and the
Interpretation of
Financial Statements” by Mary
Buffett and David
Clark is a useful resource. In addition, students can read “Expect to
Win,” by investment banker Carla
Harris, who visited Baruch last semester and shared insights on how
to succeed on Wall Street.
If you have a book you have read
and consider interesting, share it
with us at business@theticker.org
and we will inform readers about
it.
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Various facets of the SCDC

DENIS GOSTEV | THE TICKER

Patricia Imbimbo, director of the SCDC, discusses available resources in an interview.
BY RACHEL HONG
STAFF WRITER

The Starr Career Development
Center (SCDC) at Baruch is a resource for students to supplement
their education. The center offers a
variety of personal and professional
development tools to enhance students’ proficiency in the workforce.
Over 10,000 jobs and internships
are posted every year on the SCDC’s
online career tool, STARRSearch.
“Over 500 companies hire Baruch
students every year and over 300

Career Bottom:
BY LISA O’CONNOR
STARR CDC EVENTS SPECIALIST

As you begin your academic
career at Baruch College, find out
about all the ways the Starr Career
Development Center (SCDC) can
help you reach your professional
goals and get your dream job. The
Center provides a wide array of
career services to Baruch College
undergraduates to jumpstart their
career. Exciting events already
planned for Fall 2009 include:
September 3, 2009: Senior
Startup, Guest Speaker: Karen
Nethersole, Esq. CEO & Founder of
Full Circle NY, 12:00-3:00 pm, NVC
14-220.
This program is designed to help
SENIORS get a jumpstart on their
careers. We provide them with information about the on-campus
recruiting (OCR) program and
strategies they should employ in an
effective job search.

companies come on campus to
interview Baruch students for internships and jobs,” said Patricia
Imbimbo, director of the SCDC.
Some of these companies are Ernst
& Young, JP Morgan Chase, MTV,
Disney, Macy’s, Citigroup, Con Edison, Madison Square Garden, and
Johnson & Johnson, among others.
To learn about the SCDC’s tools,
students can visit the Starr website,
baruch.cuny.edu/careers. STARR
Search, located on the website,
contains a database of internships,
part-time and full-time jobs and

opportunities available to students.
Students can also visit the Career
Development Center in VC 2-150 to
use a wide range of references, such
as books on graduate school preparation, improving communication
skills, and business etiquette.
The center offers an interest inventory test for students looking to
explore majors and careers paths. It
also connects students with alumni through a mentoring network.
These mentors work at various
fields and companies and can help
students answer career-related
questions, provide insider tips and
share their personal experiences in
the workplace.
Corporate presentations and internship fairs offered by the SCDC
are good opportunities for students to meet potential recruiters
and learn about different careers.
“Lower classmen should start attending corporate presentations
and internship fairs to find out first
hand what corporate recruiters
are looking for in a candidate,” Imbimbo said, “students can inquire
about the companies’ leadership
or externships programs targeting
freshmen and sophomores.”
The center also hosts many
helpful resume, cover letter and interview workshops throughout the
year. Starr counselors or peer mentors conduct resume reviews and
mock interviews for students.
Students praise the center for
the help and guidance it provides.
Ted Lim, a 2009 graduate who majored in finance, said the career
counselors are very friendly and
helpful. “SCDC counselors walked
me through my college career
when I had no idea what my goal
was or what to do when the market
went sour,” said Lim, “I was able to
evolve with SCDC training and was
able to be flexible in my profession-

GETTING STARTED AT THE SCDC
Career service professionals,
alumni, and recruiters will work
with students to polish their resumes and practice their interview
skills. Sign up on Starr Search and
start your professional job search
preparation.
September 25, 2009: Fall 2009
Career Day & November 20, 2009:
Diversity Job and Internship Fair,
12:00-4:00 pm, Newman Vertical
Campus Gymnasium.
These are college-wide events
where recruiters briefly interview
students and provide them with information about their companies.
Some students will get job offers
and others will have an opportunity to practice their personal pitch
or to learn more about a variety of
industries and companies.
Our website, baruch.cuny.edu/

careers, is where you can listen
to students speak about their job
search experiences, learn how to
write a resume, what to wear to a
job fair, what questions you will be
asked on a job interview, and find
out about special programs such
as: Peers for Careers, Financial
Leadership Program and Max
Berger Pre-law Program.
The Starr Career Development
Center website provides a whole
world of information about careers. For example, by clicking on
The Starr Weekly, our online career
newsletter, you will have access
to the latest news about jobs and
events.
Additionally, the Center is announcing new policies to help students maximize the benefit from
individual career counseling ap-

September 10, 2009: Big Four
Accounting Panel & Career Forum, 12:30-2:30 pm, NVC 14-220.
This program is designed to
provide students with the opportunity to interact one-on-one with
representatives from Deloitte &
Touché, Ernst & Young, KPMG and
PricewaterhouseCoopers. Company representatives will provide
information and tips about recruiting, job search strategies, resume
writing, and interview techniques.
BRING RESUMES!
September 11, 2009: Resume
Rush / Mock Interview Day, 10:004:00 pm, NVC 14-220.

al life. The results were three fantastic internships and ultimately a full
time offer.”
The SCDC has a range of programs where students can develop
their professional and personal
skills, such as Peers for Careers, the
Financial Leadership Program and
the Max Berger Pre-Law Program.
“One of the special programs I certainly would recommend to everyone, especially to freshman, is the
Peers for Careers program. It is really great program where students
learn to review resumes/cover letters and eventually help with mock
interviews and then help their
peers with it,” said Terresa Ling, an
accounting student and a former
participant in the program. “As you
enlighten fellow peers with your
valuable knowledge of resumes,
mock interviews and services at
the SCDC, you enhance your communication skills which are vital for
success in both job interviews and
relationships.”
The Financial Leadership program is a program for students
seeking to land a job in the financial
services industry. The Max Berger
Program helps students with their
law school applications and prepares them for the post-graduate
experience.
Students must seek out the
SCDC’s resources on their own.
“Though the SCDC works to help
Baruch’s students, it is up to us students to take advantage of the services offered by our career development center,” said Galina Aynbund,
an accounting major.
Stop by the center during your
free time to check out the bulletin
board for internships and job postings, grab fliers of exciting upcoming events and schedule appointments to speak with the SCDC’s
counselors.

BARUCH.CUNY.EDU

Max Berger Pre-Law Program members along with its founder, Max Berger.

pointments. From now on, students
must complete the proper introductory workshop before they can
schedule an individual appointment for the following services:
All students interested in making an appointment with the Internship Coordinator, Theresa Conway, must first take an Internship
Seminar Workshop
All students interested in seeing
Dr. Wendy Heyman regarding creating their own majors, must first
take the Ad Hoc Major workshop
All Freshmen and Sophomores
wanting a Resume Review or Cover
Letter Review must first take the
Resume & Cover Letter workshop

EDITORS’
LETTER
BY LUIS SUED AND ALICE FONG
BUSINESS EDITORS

Dear readers,
Welcome back! Last year
was very productive. We had
many articles about business
developments such as the
collapse of Lehman Brothers,
interviews with prominent
individuals such as Bill Richards from UBS, and prominent Baruch alumni Charles
Dreifus. We provided coverage of events taking place on
campus that were of interest
to business students.

For the year 2009 – 2010,
you can expect articles that
will “inform, educate and inspire” you, in the words of our
former business editor. We
will try to innovate the section
with articles about businesses
you might not have heard of.
We will keep track of the economy and interview Baruch
professors who can provide us
with explanations of where the
economy might be headed. We
will also keep you informed
about current developments
in business, especially in the
financial services industry.
You can expect to learn about
how various students landed
high-profile internships in
investment banking, consulting, and internal finance and
operations.
In an effort to assist you in
developing yourself professionally and personally, we
have teamed up with the Starr
Career Development Center
to provide you with a weekly
column where you can learn
various skills and find out
about critical events taking
place on campus.
We welcome any ideas you
might have that can make the
section better or more attractive to readers like yourself.
Let us know at business@
theticker.org.
Sincerely,
Alice and Luis
Business Editors

All Freshmen and Sophomores
wanting a mock interview must
first take the Basic Interviewing
Workshop
Students can view our complete workshop schedule on
STARRSearch at baruch-csm.symplicity.com/students/. Freshmen
can also get credit for attending the
Resume Writing and Interview Career Planning Workshops arranged
through Freshmen Seminar. These
events and workshops will help you
engage corporate recruiters and
stand out as the STARR candidate
they are seeking.
Check out the Starr Career Development Center (SCDC) on the
2nd Floor of the Newman Vertical
Campus, room 2-150, and learn
about all our services. Start preparing for your career today.

Current business section
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Attaining success Recession resources available
at business school at Baruch’s Newman Library
BY JONATHAN BATISTA

BY EUGENE GOYFMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students often find it hard to
balance academics, social activities
and internships. A recipe for success must contain solid academic
grades, advanced communication
skills, significant work experience
and a “can do” attitude.
The backbone for success is
strong academics. Dean John Elliot of the Zicklin School of Business suggests that students should
be “active and take responsibility
in every class do work in advance.”
Likewise, Patricia Imbimbo, director of the STARR Career Development Center, says, “The first job
[students have] is being good students.” But grades alone are not
sufficient for achieving success.
According to Imbimbo, “Grades
make up only the initial judgment.”
The next ingredient for success is
the ability to communicate with

others. Elliot says, “Employers like
those who communicate, work in
teams, and lead others.” Students
should involve themselves in at
least one of the over 150 organizations at Baruch. “Being a leader,
not a member of a club ... is part of
being active,” says Elliot. Similarly,
Imbimbo says that being able to
“relate to people in school, network, and make connections” are
some of the traits that employers
look for.
The last ingredient for success
is work experience. This should be
delicately weighed against the previous two. Imbimbo recommends
against “working too much, [or]
more than 15 – 20 hours a week.”
Successfully achieving balance
in these areas is not easy. Imbimbo posits that students “should do
whatever it takes to get past their
difficulties. Don’t give up, bottom
line.”

DENIS GOSTEV | THE TICKER

Dean John Elliott on habits of successful students at Baruch.

ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

In an interview with The Ticker,
Professor Jean Yaremchuk discussed a useful new resource for
students to brush up on their recession knowledge. Along with other
librarians, Professor Yaremchuk
created a website entitled “Recession Resources,” which can be accessed by clicking a link on the top
of the library homepage.
Yaremchuk’s background ranges from a position as the COO of a
California database firm VentureOne to a position as a Senior Business Advisor for Thomson Reuters.
In the interview, Yaremchuk explains why the website was created,
how to access it and why Baruch
students would find it useful.
The Newman Library has a tool
that helps students become more
literate about the current recession. Can you tell me more about
this resource?
Yaremchuk: It’s a website that
is available through our libraries
homepage, and it is called “recession resources.” It is basically broken up in two pieces. The first side
is called “learning about the recession.”
It includes government resources, public resources, news resources, and databases here in the
library. They are meant for students
to learn what led up to the recession, what is going on now, and of
[recession] timelines.There is [also]
a section called “coping with the
recession,” that includes career
information that we have here at
Baruch, affordable health services,
free and low cost entertainment,

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Professor Yaremchuk developed a website for students to become recession literate.
and reviews of street car food.
When the news of the recession was becoming a reality in the
fall, there was a division meeting
here at the library, and one of the
things that was on the agenda was
what the library can do to help students. [The website] was one of the
answers.
The librarians [also] put together a resource on e-reserve to help
students research companies they
were interested in. [The library is]
working with the School of Public
Affairs to show the students how
to research non-profit [organizations].
How can students benefit from
using these tools? How is it different from students using Google to
research the subject matter?
Yaremchuk: When you [use]
Google, there is no filtering the
results by reliability or authority. [These are some] of the things
that we teach here in the library.
We have library resources that are
more or less vetted. These are sites

that are chosen not only for information depth but also for their authority.
What is your vision for the future of this tool?
Yaremchuk: It will be here as
long as it is relevant. We all know information is transient and life is dynamic, so it’s not going to be a book
on the shelf. [Perhaps] one day it
will become a subject guide or a financial information resource.
Do you have any advice for
students or something you would
like incoming freshman or seniors to do?
Yaremchuk: The library is an
important information hub. There
are a lot of resources even in our
website that point back to our own
library resources. We have a lot of
really valuable databases in the library that you can access at the library or at home. [These resources]
can help you learn about the world
situation.
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Features
Expect to pay less for texts this semester
BY SABRINA SMITH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

With the summer frenzy at a
close, the time has
come to return
to college, and in
some cases, to begin
new college endeavors. Many look forward to seeing old
friends and meeting new ones, but
there is one thing
in particular that
both current and
incoming
students will not
be looking forward to, and
that is the cost
of course textbooks.
According to
the Textbook Pricing
Disparities
report from Comptroller Thomas P.
DiNapoli, students
can expect to pay
between

$400 and $800 a semester ($4000
over a four-year degree program) to
cover course materials. The growth
in textbook prices is due to factors
including bundling of extra items
sold with textbooks, frequent edition changes and “lack of transparency in the manner textbooks are
marketed to faculty” according to
the report. The report also states
that, by exploring other options,
students can expect to save $2000
over a four-year time frame.
With these rising costs, publishing companies are offering ways to
make textbooks more affordable
and economically accessible.
The New York Times reported
that Cengage Learning, a company
that provides learning solutions for
students, faculty and professionals,
has begun renting books to students
at 40-70 percent less than the market price. According to The Times,
students have the option of viewing
the beginning chapters through an
e-book
[elec- tronic] format
before deciding
whether to
purchase the
book or not.
Follett
Higher
Education Group, a
bookstore provider that
manages more than 800
bookstores
nationwide
(including Baruch College’s) is also starting a rental
system known as Rent-A-Text.
The system will provide 20 percent of the company’s book titles
for rent and charge

MCLIB.ORG

42.5 percent of the purchase price.
The company’s Cash for Books buyback method offers students up to
50 percent of money back during
major buyback periods.
According to Elio DiStaola, director of public and campus relation at Follett Group, the company
has been very aggressive in costsaving initiatives and making used
books the core of sales. “We are
using this fall term as a pilot point
for the new renting system, and
if it goes well we are hopeful for a
future expansion,” said DiStaola.
“We continue to increase our digital offerings through CafeScribe,
our digital books platform in which
we currently offer thousands of
textbooks digitally-an offering that
continues to grow quickly,” he said.
Barnes and Noble College Booksellers is also initiating a book rental service at three of its locations.
The City University is doing its
part to assist students with the rising costs of books,. According to
a study done by Councilman Eric
Gioia, one of these initiatives will
account for about 20 percent of
student expenses. Some other initiatives from CUNY include additional funding for library purchases
towards electronic books and allocating funds so that expensive
texts can be made available by direct loan. The University will also
encourage colleges to utilize used
textbooks with more frequency. A
model developed by other colleges
in which it is required that the same
textbook be used in core courses for
at least a year, may soon be
utilized at
CUNY
c o l leges.
CUNY
is also

planning a philanthropy service
program so that private donors
can help towards “textbook obligations.”
According to the Daily News,
Michael Arena, a CUNY spokesman, stated that reducing the costs
of textbooks has been “a longstanding concern,” and a new $2
million program began this summer to cut costs. Arena also stated
that the program will not include a
rental system, but will provide electronic texts and books for libraries
throughout the CUNY universities.
There are a number of websites
that can assist students with finding the best price for the book titles
that they need to get throughout the
semester. Studentrate.com is an
online resource that helps students
find deals on expensive textbooks
while offering promotion codes to
receive materials at an even lower
rate. Chegg and BookRenter are
examples of other Internet book
rental businesses that students can
take advantage of when pursuing
the right cost for their book list.
Alongside all of these options,
students can also find some relief
from textbook blues right on campus. As classes resume at Baruch,
bulletin boards fill up with scores
of students’ cheap, used book advertisements. Students have also
utilized their Baruch email as a
convenient way to get rid of books
and to obtain a used book for a reasonable price.
“I’ll be doing a lot of networking with freshmen, so that I can sell
and offer my old books at a cheaper
cost than what they might be really
sold for,” said Timothy London, a
S.E.E.K. peer mentor.

Harman Writer-In- Residence: Joseph O’Connor
BY YAPHET MURPHY
STAFF WRITER

This fall, Joseph O’Connor will teach fiction writing in the Sidney Harman Writer-InResidence workshop at Baruch College.
O’Connor is the author of six novels, including Star of the Sea, a New York Times
notable book of 2004 and Redemption Falls,
a book the Guardian UK describes as “beautifully written” and “worthy successor to Star
of the Sea.”
The Ireland-born author has also written two short story collections, four works
of non-fiction, and several radio and stage
plays. O’Connor describes his course as one
that will focus on the art of storytelling, from
19th Century ballads to modern rap, and imbuing our stories with a need to be experienced.
O’Connor is the latest in a long line of
highly regarded writers who have accepted
the invitation to the program, including
Charles Simic, Francine Prose, Tony Kushner, Edward Albee, Philip Gourevitch, Anita
Desai, Colum McCann, William Finnegan,
Francisco Goldman and current lecturer
George Packer.
“There are so many gifted writers around
the world but we try to bring you writers who
are multi-talented, who have unique voices,
and who have a passion for other people,”
said Roslyn Bernstein, director of the program.
Under O’Connor, students will analyze
works by Flannery O’Connor, Raymond
Carver, Barack Obama, blues singer Muddy
Waters, and Pulitzer Prize winning novelist
Richard Ford.
“This course will consider Bob Dylan as
great a storyteller as James Joyce, Scorsese as
great as Salinger,” said O’Connor.
In its 23rd season, the Harman WriterIn-Residence program, endowed by Baruch
alumnus Sidney Harman, continues to at-

tract a following amongst Baruch students.
According to Bernstein, there were a large
number of student applications to the program last semester.
To be considered, students were required
to submit a writing sample. Eighteen students were selected for participation in the
Fall. and over 40 applications were received.
“The reason that the class is that size is because the Harman program is based on the
premise that we don’t want it to be a superficial experience,” said Bernstein. “I want it to
be something students remember for the rest
of their lives.”
Sylvester Arenas, a senior enrolled in the
Journalism Program, applied to the program but was placed on the waiting list. “I
really wanted to get into O’Connor’s course
because I learned so much in [George]
Packer’s class that I know that
these classes work.
These courses
are tailored
to enhancing
your creative
writing skills,”
he said. “I really
want to develop
my prose writing.
That’s why I knew
that
O’Connor’s
course was perfect
for me. I’m very
disappointed that I
didn’t get in.”
Harman, who was
the keynote speaker at
May’s commencement,
has said of the program,
“I regard it as the single
most creative impulse
in my
life and I do so because the arts should not
be treated as decoration, as some extra-curricular activity. They should be intrinsic and
organic in the developing life of a creative

VILLAGILLET.NET

O’Connor’s best selling novel, Star of the Sea, has been published in over 32 languages.
business person. That is what our Writer-inResidence program encourages.”
“Students are here four years so they have
a chance,” said Bernstein. “If you’re a writer,

if you truly love writing, and you don’t try
to take a Harman workshop, it is really your
loss.”
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Paying for the unpaid internship

NEEP.ORG

Some college students are dishing out the cash in return for a guaranteed career.
BY ANNA AULOVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

As jobs become harder to come
by, more students are looking for
unpaid internships to obtain the
necessary experience.
However, some programs are
taking it a step further by presenting the option of dishing out money
for a guaranteed internship placement, The New York Times reports.
Organizations such as University of Dreams and Internships.com

are aimed at placement services,
taking up to $8,000 for a guaranteed internship experience, housing, seminars, tours and five meals
per week in cities such as New York,
London, and Tokyo.
The money goes to the organizations, who act as middlemen, to
help bridge the companies with
interns.
Officials within such groups
have an extensive relationship with
employers and a list of contacts
in order to place their clients into

internships they would otherwise
have trouble receiving.
According to The New York
Times, the University of Dreams is
the largest organization within the
industry and has seen a spike in its
applications by 30 percent since
2008. This year, the company has
seen an increase in new graduates
applying, rather than the usual undergrads.
However, such programs have
faced much criticism from universities and students alike, claiming

that they only help those who can
afford it.
“I understand it can be a great
help in terms of internship placement but with tuition, textbook
and transportation cost, what undergrad can afford such a luxury?”
said James Vergara, a senior at Baruch College. “These programs just
help widen the gap between social
classes.”
Another student, Melina Jagnandan agreed, stating that it’s wrong
to have to pay for experience.
“Whether you get the job or not
shouldn’t depend on whether you
can pay for it,” she said.
Other critics are emphasizing
the knowledge and skills students
gain from searching and applying
to several different internships. If
someone’s parents can afford to
pay for a placement program, the
student would be less likely to develop the necessary job-seeking
skills before venturing out into the
real world.
With the necessary application
process, students are able to express
determination, deal with rejection,
celebrate success, and familiarize
themselves with the workforce they
will face once they graduate.
On the other hand, the placement companies argue that such
means of finding an internship do
not harm any of the student’s ability but are simply there to help.
Universities are nonprofit organizations that help find experience
and the companies at question are
simply providing the same service
for profit instead.
“Students don’t have problems
finding internships, students have
problems getting internships,” Eric
Normington, the chief marketing
officer of University of Dreams told
The New York Times via telephone.
“We can secure those exclusive positions.”
Others claim that such programs
only eliminate the hassle and time

wasting associated with internship
hunting. Employers associated
with the placement organizations
say such programs help find the
“right fit” between internships and
interns.
The New York Times further reported that the idea seemed to be
spreading with the University of
Dreams facing small competition.
The Washington Center, which connects students to places like Amnesty International, has summer
programs costing around $5,195 on
top of a $60 application fee, despite
being a nonprofit organization.
“If students choose to pay $3,395
for 10 weeks of prearranged housing — and more than 90 percent do,
the center said — the total comes to
$8,650,” the paper reports.
Although some college career
centers understand the need for
such placement programs, they are
hesitant to condone it, particularly
Baruch.
The Career Development Center
does not post jobs or internships
through third parties, such as The
University of Dreams. It’s an absolute straight correlation between
the hiring company and potential
employees.
“I would say buyer beware,” said
Patricia Imbimbo, Director of the
Starr Career Development Center.
Though some students may see
the option as very favorable, there
are still plenty of internships to
apply to without dishing out thousands of dollars.
Dr. Imbimbo said that recently a
lot of internship opportunities are
coming in due to some companies
cutting back full time employees.
“If I were a parent or a student
I’d make sure to look into what kind
of internships [the middleman
companies] are offering and what
guarantee there is,” she said. “But
it’s not something I would suggest
a Baruch student do.”

Outlook on green jobs: Promising

. CO M
TEN

As a result of the U.S’s economic dependence on foreign resources and rising concern about the environment green jobs have
become an increasingly popular over the
last decade. For college students and recent
graduates, the green sector offers lucrative
job positions that can very well turn into
meaningful careers in the long run.
The President’s Council of Economic Advisors notes that three fields likely to grow
faster than any other are healthcare, education and clean energy. With clean energy
comes the need for green jobs.
According to the Pew Charitable Trusts, a
green job is defined as one that contributes
to “expanding clean energy production, increasing energy efficiency, reducing greenhouse-gas emissions, waste and pollution,
and conserving water and other natural resources.”
Using this definition, a 2009 study by the
same organization showed that the number
of green jobs grew 9.1 percent between 1998
and 2007. This figure, although quite modest,
is expected to increase as the public and private sectors continue to invest more in clean
technology.
The Green Jobs Act of 2007 allows for $125
million to establish national and state job
training programs administered by the U.S.
Department of Labor in order to “help train
American workers for jobs in the renewable
energy and energy-efficiency industries – industries that are key to U.S. and world efforts
to combat global warming.”
With over $60 billion of the stimulus plan

collar careers, it is interesting to note that
companies such as Pepsi Co, Barclays Capital, Accenture and the port authorities of NY
and NJ, among many
others, have already
established sustainabili- ty departments.

UCE

BY PRISCILLA POSADA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

dedicated to clean energy investments, the
future role of green jobs is further supported
by the White House Council on Environmental Quality. Earlier this
year, the council appointed Van Jones as
special advisor for
green jobs, enterprise and innova-

RED

 Green jobs are
paving the path to a
stronger economy.

tion.
Jones believes
that green jobs will help the economy as they
prevent outsourcing. “If you put up solar
panels, you can’t ship a building to Asia and
have them put the solar panels on and ship it
back,” said Jones in a New York Times article.
“These jobs have to be done in the United
States.”
For students at Baruch pondering green

“Sustainability
has become a
business trend, and
green jobs provide a great platform to contribute towards environmental sustainability,” said Prashant Sharma, a current intern
on the CUNY Taskforce for Sustainability.
Other students, like political science major Jennifer Gonzalez, are starting to get more
involved in sustainability projects like the

KPMG Green Campus Challenge at Baruch
in order to gain skills they believe will make
them more well-rounded candidates once
they graduate.
According to a CNNMoney.com article,
the average entry-level pay for those in green
jobs is about $12 an hour. Websites like greenjobs.com and greenjobs.net help people find
jobs in the green sector.
If the idea of a green career sounds appealing, one can gain more insight volunteering at a local organization dedicated to
sustainability.
These experiences range widely. For those
interested in mechanics, volunteering at Recycle-a-Bicycle may prove to be a good experience. This organization has East Village, LIC
and DUMBO locations where students can
attend workshops on basic bicycle mechanic
skills and work on repairing used bikes.
On the other hand, those interested in
green energy and education can volunteer
at an organization such as Solar One. It allows you to take part in raising sustainability
awareness through performing arts and various creative ventures.
Other jobs in the green sector include hybrid car engineering, solar panel production
and sales, wind farm design, and hydroelectric and geothermal power management.
According to smartmoney.com, more
universities are starting to offer majors in environmental design and technology for students interested in entering the green sector.
Environmental, science or technology
majors will be in demand for many companies looking to show that they too have an
environmental conscience.
Although current trends in green jobs are
difficult to quantify due to the novelty of the
industry, it is predicted that they will play a
major role in the future U.S. economy.
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Science

Engines full speed ahead iKnow
 The BCC is a
commonly used
professional tool

BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR

Move over hybrids. Automakers
across the globe are racing to put
electric vehicles (EVs) on roads in
the United States as early as next
year.
Car companies like General
Motors, Nissan and Honda are
pouring billions of dollars into the
development of EVs, and expect to
have their products on the market
by 2010, 2011 and 2015, respectively. Unlike conventional and even
hybrid vehicles, EVs offer drivers
complete independence from the
gas pump.
Though EVs were first conceived
more than a century ago, battery
technology has only recently been
capable of holding enough energy
to give EVs enough range. The electric motor in an EV draws its energy
from a large onboard Lithium-ion
(Li-on) battery, the same type of
battery that is found in modern
computers and cell phones. Batteries have an anode (negative
electrode) and a cathode (positive
electrode) that drive an electric
current.
According to the EV car company Better Place, EVs transform
almost 90 percent of the electrical
energy in the battery into mechanical energy that spins the wheels
with no harmful byproducts. Most
EVs also feature regenerative brake
systems that store and then reuse
the energy released from braking.
In comparison, the average internal combustion engine (ICE) in
conventional and hybrid vehicles
translates only 18 percent of the
energy in gasoline to movement.
ICEs also emit undesirable byprod-

BY STEVE GUTTBINDER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

TESLAMOTORS.COM

This EV, the Tesla Roadster, can accelerate from 0-60mph in 3.9 seconds and travel more than 200 miles on a full battery charge.
ucts such as carbon monoxide and
ozone.
Hybrids, which use both an ICE
and an electric motor for movement, will likely be phased out in
favor of electric vehicles in the next
decade since hybrids require gasoline, a nonrenewable resource.
While Toyota, maker of the Prius,
maintains that battery technology is
still lacking, other automakers like
Nissan believe that EVs are ready
for mainstream adoption. In a press
event for the release of Nissan’s first
EV, the LEAF, Carlos Ghosn, CEO of
Nissan, said that “governments and
municipalities around the world
are establishing strategic partnerships with us to develop the infrastructure and public acceptance
necessary to make zero-emission
mobility commercially successful.”
Nissan claims that the LEAF has a
100-mile range.
Toyota, on the other hand plans
to release a plug-in version of the

hybrid Prius next year. The plug-in
can be connected to an outlet to
recharge the battery. GM’s Chevy
Volt, poised for release next year,
uses similar technology. The Volt
can drive for 40 miles on just the
battery alone and contains an ICE
to extend the range to 300 miles.
The 40-mile range may seem small,
but 80 percent of the world’s drivers
drive less than 40 miles a day.
While large companies have
only recently begun to embrace EV
technology, smaller companies like
Tesla Motors are already building
and selling EVs. The Tesla Roadster
can travel almost 200 miles on the
battery and boasts an impressive 0
to 60 mph acceleration of 3.9 seconds.
However, EVs still have a significant number of disadvantages
that could slow mass adoption. EVs
would make an ill fit in colder climates since battery life decreases
in the cold. Furthermore, EV batter-

ies are extremely expensive to produce. Lastly, EVs require an electric
charging infrastructure that does
not exist in most places. Though
the cars can be charged through an
outlet, many drivers that live in urban environments like Manhattan
have no access to a garage.
In an article on Bloomberg.com,
Osamu Masuko, Mitsubishi Motor’s President, said “infrastructure,
along with pricing, is a critical issue
that the popularization of the electric car hinges upon.”
In the late 90’s and early 2000,
Toyota and GM faced these same
obstacles when they tried to put
their EVs on the road. Though the
obstacles proved so insurmountable that Toyota and GM ultimately
scrapped their EV programs, growing demand for environmentally
friendly automobiles and rising
fuel prices may ultimately make
these upcoming EVs stick around
longer.

Leopard pounces on Windows 7
BY STEVE GUTTBINDER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Computer companies Apple and
Microsoft are both releasing their
newest operating systems this year.
Each company has fitted their OS
with feature enhancements, new
user interfaces and performance
improvements.
For Microsoft’s latest version
of Windows, called Windows 7,
the biggest improvement is its revamped user interface. The taskbar
has been completely redesigned,
it’s biggest overhaul since Windows
95. The new taskbar allows users to
group their open windows based on
what program they belong to and
also allows users to quickly launch
the programs they use most. This
feature will allow users to find any
program or window that is open,
quickly and easily, no matter how
cluttered their screen may be.
There are two features, Aero
Peek and Aero Shake, that will allow Windows users to make the
most of their “real estate” on a computer screen. Aero Peek allows a
user to choose a program that they
want brought to the foreground
and makes all other windows on
the screen transparent so that the
user can concentrate on finding the
window they are looking for. Aero
Shake allows users to “shake” a
window to activate Aero Peek.
Furthermore, Windows 7 also
addresses Microsoft’s previous OS
(Windows Vista) biggest flaw: speed.
Windows 7 will startup, shutdown,
and run applications significantly
faster than Vista, even http://cachefoo-04.gawkerassets.com/gawker/
assets/images/4/2009/08/504x_
snowlonew_01.jpg on low-end

MICROSOFT.COM AND APPLE.COM

Apple’s updated Mac OS X Snow Leopard (right) became available on August 28th.
computers like netbooks.
Meanwhile, Apple’s new OS,
called Mac OS X Snow Leopard,
is more evolutionary than revolutionary. Apple is marketing the
new OS as being “finely tuned,” allowing most Apple applications to
run faster and more efficiently than
ever before.
Using a technology called Grand
Central Dispatch, Apple allows the

OS to make use out of the every
computer component including
the Central Processing Unit (CPU),
Random
Processing
Memory
(RAM) and Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) to boost performance.
Users will notice improvements in
many tasks like opening a window
or backing up their machine with
Time Machine.
Another welcomed feature in

Snow Leopard is the built-in Microsoft Exchange support built into
Apple’s native programs such as
Mail, Address Book, and iCal. Microsoft Exchange is a communication technology used primarily by
corporations. Previously, only Microsoft Office Mac could take full
advantage of Exchange. This feature signals Apple’s push into the
corporate business world where
enterprise and exchange servers
are prominent in their IT infrastructures.
Currently, over 90 percent of the
world’s computers run some version of the Windows OS. In recent
years, however, Apple’s market
share increased dramatically when
the company released a new line of
innovative products. Furthermore,
Apple has run a successful advertising campaign that attempts to lure
customers away from Windows.
Microsoft’s highly anticipated
release of Windows 7 comes as a
sign of relief for most avid Windows
users. Microsoft’s previous OS,
Windows Vista, was criticized for
having lackluster performance and
for having many incompatibilities
with existing software. Consumers
and critics alike are claiming that
Windows 7 is what Windows Vista
should have been when it was released in January 2007.
Upgrades and full retail versions
of Windows 7 will be priced from
$120 to $320 and will be released
on Oct. 22.
Apple will release Snow Leopard on Aug. 28. Most previous Mac
owners will be able to upgrade for
$29 dollars while some users of
much older Mac operating systems
will be able to upgrade for $129.

The Blind Carbon Copy, or BCC,
is something that not many computers users know about, let alone
know how to use. Today, that all
changes.
Most people have heard of the
phrase “CC’ing someone,” which
is when a copy of an email is sent
to a person other than the primary
recipient. The person who receives
the email can see that this second
recipient it is listed in the CC box.
People often use the CC option to
fill their coworkers in on anything
that might apply to them.
The BCC field, on the other
hand, copies someone on an email but doesn’t let the primary
recipient in the “To:” field see it.
This option is often helpful in the
professional world as it allows the
sender to relay messages to many
people without disclosing the identity of the other recipients.
It also comes in handy when you
are using your e-mail to send out a
mailing list or even just to send a
“receipt” to yourself. Some people
use the BCC as a paper trail as well,
such as BCC’ing a supervisor or
lawyer when notifying others about
a certain action.
Keep in mind that all BCC’ed
recipients will NOT be included on
a “Reply All” action by anyone that
receives the e-mail.
Here’s how to BCC somebody on
different computers and phones.
Windows:
Outlook/Outlook Express
1. Open new e-mail message.
2. Click the arrow next to Options to display the Options
menu.
3. Click Bcc.
Macs:
Apple Mail
1.In the New Message window,
click the Customize pop-up
menu in the lower-left corner of
the header area
2. Choose Customize.
The header area expands to
show all the items you can include when addressing the message. Make sure BCC is checked.
You’ll then see the BCC field in
a new mail message.
Entourage
Simply enter the address or
group into the BCC field when
you start a new message.
Webmail:
Most web based e-mail applications like GMail, Yahoo Mail,
Hotmail and AOL Mail allow for
you to add a BCC field.
BlackBerry:
1. Start a new message
2. Press Menu
3. Choose “Add BCC”
iPhone and iPod Touch:
Mail
1. Start a New Messages
2. Touch CC/BCC. From
3. Enter address in the BCC
field
Look out for the new weekly tech
etiquette colulmn. Please write to
Steve at sguttbinder@theticker.org
for comments, critique, and suggestions.
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Arts
Powerful punk exhibit packs a punch
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS EDITOR

Looking At Music: Side 2, the
new exhibit being displayed at the
Museum of Modern Art, is a collection of punk paraphernalia dating back to its heyday in 1970s New
York City.
The exhibit interconnects the
influence of iconic artists such as
Patti Smith, Richard Hell and the
Voidoids, Talking Heads, the Ramones, and Blondie by displaying
their innovative contributions to
music along with artwork and artifacts from the unique period known
as the punk movement.
In the early 1970s, New York City
was a stomping ground for young
anti-establishment artists. Many
of these artists found solace in the
experimental music scene, forming
bands that performed in non-profit
art galleries and clubs such as the
now legendary CBGB. However,
not all of the music of this period
was created by typical instruments.
The exhibit opens with a black
and white video from 1975 by James
Nares entitled “Game.” The video
depicts two men’s hands moving a
group of stones in different formations, one after the other, until the
stones end up in a circle.
In an interview included in the
audio portion of the exhibit, Nares
explains, “It was a conscious primitivism and you didn’t have to know
how to act, in fact it was better if you
didn’t know how to act. There is a
musical component, particularly a
rhythmic component to everything
that I do. Music seemed to be a very
powerful way to express certain
things, certain frustrations.”
This seemingly meaningless
short film elucidates Nares’ theory,

COLLAGE BY BOB GREEN

The power of punk is explored through music and images at the MoMA.
proving that objects that are not
necessarily instruments can be
very expressive.
More artwork takes center stage
in the next portion of the exhibit,
including some of artist Jenny
Holzer’s famous “truisms.” Holzer
first began creating the truisms in
1976 after moving to New York from
Rhode Island, where she attended
art school. The truisms featured in
the exhibit, include: “Calm is more

conducive to creativity than is
anxiety,” “Any surplus is immoral”
and “Disgust is the appropriate response to most situations.” Holzer
was clearly inspired by the wave of
discontent enveloping the younger
generation of the ‘70s, giving her
witty one-line slogans a perfect
place in the punk aesthetic.
Though the various forms of
artwork shown provide a historical context, the punk era musicians

and their music are the main feature. All of the music included in
the exhibit was clearly chosen for
its individual importance to the
punk movement.
Patti Smith’s “Hey Joe,” widely
considered the first punk record
ever recorded, is set up next to
Smith’s self-portrait and is, appropriately, the first music piece
in the exhibit. The song has been
a rock standard since the ‘60s and
has been recorded by many bands
including The Leaves and The Jimi
Hendrix Experience. Smith’s version, however, has a unique place
due to the addition of a spoken
word portion about heiress Patty
Hearst.
Hearst gained notoriety in 1974
when she was kidnapped by the
Symbionese Liberation Army and
ultimately joined her captors in
furthering their cause. Smith’s political addition to the song makes it
a perfect anthem for the anti-establishment set.
Blondie’s original “Rapture”
video from 1981 MTV plays on an
old television set as a homage to
one of the first new-wave bands
to come onto the scene in the late
‘70s, embracing an eclectic mix of
musical styles including disco, pop,
punk and reggae.
No exhibit on punk music would
be complete without the Ramones,
perhaps the most popular and commercially successful punk band to
come out of 1970s New York City.
“Blitkreig Bop,” the iconic single
that begins with the well-known
chant “Hey! Ho! Let’s Go!, is displayed here. Though the meaning
of the song has often been debated,
based on lines such as “Shoot ‘em
in the back now,” it may be aboutgang violence. However, many have

since agreed that it is simply a song
about having a good time at a show,
an ode to early punk rock fans. The
ambiguity speaks to the emotions
at the base of the punk movement.
Richard Hell & the Voidoids’
“Blank Generation,” cited in the
exhibit as the theme song of the
punk movement, is the final audio
portion of the exhibit. Through the
powerful lyrics, “I belong to the
blank generation and I can take
it or leave it each time,” Hell gives
a voice to the entire punk movement.
Hell galvanized the movement
at its emergence, defining the
“look” of punk with his unique torn
shirts and direct style. In an audio
interview included in the exhibit
Hell says “It [the 1970s] did encourage interesting work because you
did feel completely apart and neglected, you didn’t have any vested
interests so you were free to be
completely honest and you didn’t
have to follow any conventions.”
Towards the end of the exhibit
is the striking wall-sized mural by
Bob Green, which includes many
music magazine spreads and posters from the 1970s and early 1980s.
Featuring John Lennon’s iconic image in front of the statue of liberty,
along with photos of rock legends
like the Who, Sex Pistols and New
York Dolls, the collection of images
incorporates music heroes from the
punk era and beyond.The collage is
essentially a complete view of rock
n’ roll spanning two decades, reaffirming the purpose of the exhibit
⎯ looking beyond the music to the
meaning underneath the melody.
Looking At Music: Side 2 is on
display until Nov. 30. CUNY students with an ID are not charged
admission.

“Burn the Floor” heats up Broadway
BY IVETTE OBANDO-ALVAREZ
STAFF WRITER

Broadway’s new sensation,
“Burn the Floor,” which originally
made its debut in Australia, began
its run here in New York City with
previews on July 25 and an official
opening on August 2.
The show features ten amazing
ballroom dance champion couples
from countries around the world,
including Great Britain, Germany,
Russia, Australia and the United
States.
During the first three weeks of
the show, Maksim Chmerkovskiy
and Karina Smirnoff from “Dancing with the Stars” represented the
USA.
Due to their commitment to
DWTS, they left the show and were
replaced by Pasha Kovalev and
Anya Garnis from “So You Think
You Can Dance.”
The show clocks in at two hours
and, although some might think
that is a long time to watch people
just dance across the stage, it definitely is not. The show starts with
the dancers coming down the aisles
of the theatre, entertaining the audience with their fluid movements.
The next two hours fly by with
non-stop action and quick transitions from one style of dance to the
next. It is amazing how these dancers could carry on with such electrifying and intricate choreography.
The show consists of four different themed sections that fuse
standard ballroom dances with

Latin American dances. The first
act includes two parts and starts
with the first theme, “Inspirations.”
It highlights the dance styles of the
Rumba, Cha Cha and Samba as the
dancers showed the audience how
different parts of life can motivate
and inspire us.
The next theme is titled “Things
that Swing,” which pays homage to
the popular dances of the 1930’s
and 1940’s that included Swing,
Lindy Hop, and Jive.
During these sections, a married couple of dancers from Australia come on stage to dance the
more elegant styles including the
Waltz, Viennese Waltz, Foxtrot, and
Quickstep.
After the intermission, the show
continues with “The Latin Quarter,”
which introduces more sultry styles
of dance like the Tango, Paso Doble
and Salsa.
`The final segment, appropriately titled “Contemporary,” tied in
all the styles seen throughout the
night with modern songs.
The show was directed and choreographed by Jason Gilkison. His
work is well known in the dance
world after his choreography was
featured on TV programs such as:
“So You Think You Can Dance” (the
U.S. and Australian version) and
“Superstars of Dance.”
The set design is extremely simple -- the downstage area is for the
dancers, and the upstage is for the
band, which includes percussionist, violinists, guitarist, and a saxophonist. The show also features two

singers, one male and one female,
who sing on and off throughout the
show.
The costumes, while not elaborate, are definitely not disappointing. The men wear the same pair of
pants throughout the show but do
change their shirts between sets,
while the women make many quick
changes into different dresses.
The slogan of the show is “Ballroom. Reinvented” and it definitely
holds true as the dancers add a new
spin to the typical rules and forms
expected in the tratra
ditional
ballroom
dancing
realm.
Whether or not
you
are
a big fan
of dance,
your time at
the theatre
will be well
spent, as the
show is al-ways visuallyy
exciting and
d
will make you
u
want to get up
p
and dance.
“Burn the
he
Floor” is showwing at Longacre
cre
Theatre, located
ted
at 240 West 48th
8th
Street, until October 18.
18
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The stars of the new show “Burn the Floor” bring sultry dance moves to Broadway.
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NYMF brings theatre to the masses

DAILYCITY.COM

NYMF.ORG

The New York Musical Theatre Festival brings the next big thing to Broadway.
BY TONIANNE CINCOTTA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Vampires seem to be lurking
everywhere these days—on television, in movie theatres, in books,
and now in musical theatre.
This fall you can catch pop-culture creatures of the night on stage
in “The Cure,” as part of the sixth
annual New York Musical Theatre
Festival (NYMF).
NYMF, hailed by many theatregoers as the “Sundance of musical
theatre,” provides new and emerging playwrights with the opportunity to produce full productions of
their works, giving audiences the
chance to find the next big thing
in musical theatre before it hits a
Broadway stage. Shows like Altar
Boyz and Next to Normal started at
NYMF. This year’s festival runs from
September 28 to October 18 in various venues around Manhattan.
“The Cure” is one of the thirty
full productions showing at NYMF
this year. Penned as a rock n’ roll
fable, The Cure tells the story of two
friends who must decide between
humanity and immortality after
discovering the world’s last surviving vampires.
Author Mark Weiser describes
the inspiration for his rocking vampire tale as having two components:
a luscious rock score and a vampire
story grounded in the real, physical
world.
First, Weiser wanted to follow in
the rock-theatre tradition of shows
like “Hair” and “Rent” while adhering to a strong and structured storyline. “I took it as a challenge to
see if I could tell a great story without losing the power of a solid rock
score—a thrill ride, where you can
still walk out humming.”
Second, he wanted to stray
from the fantasy elements of most
vampire stories and create “a true
exploration of what that life would
be like if vampirism were a medical condition, an affliction of the
blood.”

Thus, “The Cure” was created,
and with perfect timing, considering the recent obsession that many
people have with vampires and the
great success that Broadway rock
musicals are enjoying right now
with the revival of “Hair” and the
new show “Rock Of Ages”.
As Weiser explains, “I cannot
recall a time when vampires were
so pervasive in the minds of the
public—True Blood on TV, Twilight
in the multiplex, The Strain on The
New York Times Best Sellers’ List,
and now “The Cure,” coming to a
stage near you!”
The Cure is playing at the American Theatre of Actors: Chernuchin
(314 W. 54th Street) from September
29 through October 11.
After you see “The Cure,” be sure
to check out the other full productions as well as the dozens of special events being held by NYMF.
This year’s festival has a little something for everyone.
Whether you’re interested in
politics and social affairs, love scifi and graphic novels or prefer R&B
and Hip-Hop music, NYMF has a
show for you.
Also for the first time, NYMF will
put on four musicals from around
the globe—Korea, Kenya, Scotland,
and Mexico will all be represented
at this year’s festival.
Ticket prices for the New York
Musical Theatre Festival are perfect
for students strapped for cash. Full
price tickets are only $20 and there
are $10 student rush tickets available an hour before each show.
The theatres are also very intimate—about 99 to 199 seats—so
any seat you get brings you up close
and personal to the talent on stage.
For more information on “The
Cure” or any other shows at NYMF,
please visit nymf.org. You can also
become a fan of the New York Musical Theatre Festival Student Leadership Program on Facebook, to be
the first to find out about student
themed programming and events.
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Lifestyles
Bagel Express on the way to success
Bagel Express
340 3rd Avenue
(Corner of East 25 street)
212-213-4700
Subway
(6 Train, N, R, W Train to
East 23rd street)

BY SPENCE PACKER
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Over the summer, a new bagel
shop opened across the street from
Baruch on the corner of East 25th
Street and Third Avenue. The shop
is called Bagel Express III, and
given its fair prices and convenient
location, it is sure to be a popular
lunch spot for Baruch students.
Upon entering Bagel Express III,
one notices a frenzy. On the left,
customers are lined up at the bagel
counter, craning their necks to see
the many cream cheese options
offered. To the right are people
choosing toppings for salads.
Between the two groups is one
register and there is often confusion
as to who is supposed to pay next.
On occasion, the wait to order can
take up to five minutes, and the wait
to pay another five. If you are not in
a rush you can sit at one of the few
tables in the establishment. The
large windows keep the interior of
the establishment bright and offer
a view of Mike’s Due Pizzeria across
East 25th Street.
Bagel Express III offers all of
the standard bagel types. They
also offer a wide variety of spreads.
Express has the usuals such as
regular cream cheese, salmon
cream cheese and vegetable cream
cheese, but they also take it a step

SPENCE PACKER I THE TICKER

Bagel Express III, just across the street from Baruch’s Newman Vertical Campus, offers a quick, inexpensive bite.
further.
If you are feeling adventurous
you can order a bagel with olive
cream cheese, avocado and cilantro
cream cheese or even vegetable
tofu spread. “I love avocado, so the
avocado cream cheese is a great
option,” said Boris Lipsman, a
sophomore at Baruch.
Due to the heavy traffic at Bagel

Express III, the people at the cream
cheese section may rush while
applying spread to your bagel.
This can often lead to uneven
distribution of your spread. To
correct this problem that most of us
have faced at one point or another,
ask the individual serving you to
practice a proper even spreading
technique. This can lead to you

enjoying your future lunch much
more.
I have frequented Bagel Express
III, and have enjoyed their bagels
most of the time. Their service
is fair and will probably improve
as time passes-eliminating the
hassle of waiting. I reccomend
their vegetable cream cheese, and
avocado and cilantro cream cheese

on an everything bagel.
If you are in need of a relatively
fast and inexpensive lunch, try out
Bagel Express III, conveniently
located next to Baruch’s Library
Building. Test out different kinds of
bagels and spreads for under three
dollars.

Funky fall fashions for less
 Save a bundle and still
look your best with these
fashion tips for fall 2009
BY MARTINA MICKO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Often fall comes with boring, dreary
weather. But with the season’s new, colorful,
sparkly trends, you have something to look
forward to.
Embellished sequins are a must-have for
the fall, as well as neon pink and fur pieces.
And with these small, simple purchases, you
should have no problem with creating the
perfect fall wardrobe.
An always popular feminine shade, neon
pink, is back in full force this season on runways such as Marc Jacobs and Michael Kors.
“If you don’t want to splurge on a hot-pink
coat or dress, one or two acid-bright accessories work just fine,” states an aticle on Glamour.com.
If you are hesitant to wear a bold-colored
dress, try adding a simple fuchsia tee to your
wardrobe. Go for the $ 14 Baby Rib Elongated
Cut-Out T from American Apparel. It is an
inexpensive but high quality way to make the
trend work for you.
Also for fall, the ’80s are back! Versace and
Gucci have sequined items that are perfect
for going out and dressing up a look. Try a sequined party dress or a simple studded skirt,
like the $79 Raining Sequin Mini Skirt from
Bebe.
The look can also be worn during the day
to add more fun to gloomy fall and winter
days. “Pair them with casual work trousers
and under a blazer or even with jeans,” writes
Glamour.
Try the Dazzling Sequin Front Top
($17.80) from Forever 21, which often offers
clothing that if very trendy yet fairly inexpen-
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chunky chokers. The trend is easy to pull off
and works well with the clothing you already
have. Go with the Heaberlin choker from
Aldo ($25).
Fur is back, but definitely faux. The trend
was seen on the runways of Matthew Williamson and is an “easy way to glam up your

all-black outfit in one simple step,” says
Glamour. Try a Fur Vest from Bebe for $79.
With these simple guidelines for fall
trends, your back-to-school shopping will
be much easier. Remember, pink is in, and
so is clothing with embellishments such as
sequins.

Fall 2009 fashions from leading designers.
sive. To add sequins to any outfit, splurge
on an embellished clutch or scarf. These are
items that are trendy this season and can be
dressed up or down. Try the Sequin Clutch
Bag from Topshop for $55 or a Long Beaded
Scarf from Bebe for $39.
Another popular fall accessory trend is
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A coach worth more than a penny
 Former college
soccer star Champagnie is more than
just a coach to the
Bearcat players
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
NEWS EDITOR

Ranford Champagnie, or ‘Penny’ as the Baruch soccer team calls
him, cannot emphasize enough
the need for support on and off the
field for his players, especially after
a heart-breaking finale last season.
Since the age of 13, Champagnie’s life has involved soccer. As a
player, coach and referee, he has
soaked up knowledge from previous teams and coaches along the
way.
“Soccer stood out to me because
it’s personal yet it’s a team game,
you have the ball and you have your
individual skills on it but without
the team you can’t go anywhere,”
said Champagnie. “You need that
team to play, the whole mixture of
it, dealing with your personal abilities and what you bring to the table,
and then include your team and
how they play.”
Champagnie’s personal feelings
about the game are reflected in his
coaching techniques. He has a passion for the game and demands the
same from his team, as both their
friend and coach.
“Penny is a great person besides
coach,” said third-year player John
Moreno. “He will talk to you outside
of the game and put aside soccer.”
The coach has changed the
team’s image in his time with them,
“incorporating the championship
mentality” according to Moreno.
Though winning championships

is an obvious focus for Champaigne,
his primary aim is to keep the players’ spirit and passion alive.
“They’re the ones that make
this go, I don’t pay them or give
them any perks,” said Champaigne.
“Keeping them motivated and
wanting them to come back, those
are things you would want to do for
your friend as well.”
Champaigne’s success as a soccer player has also molded him into
the coach he has been for the past
five seasons at Baruch.
“He is obviously an accomplished soccer player and it is a
learning experience from him,” said
Dima Kameshchik, assistant coach.
“He has a different approach to the
game and [as a result] we look at
things differently.”
Champagnie’s career has had
many highlights, especially during his time as a player at St. John’s
University, where he was part of
the NCAA championship team in
‘96. However, his playing days ended for good when he tore his ACL
while playing soccer in Europe for
his college team.
“Someone stood up in the
crowd and said they heard it pop,”
said Champagne, reflecting in what
was one of the worst moments in
his soccer career.
Still, Champagnie is not bitter
and says he still loves the game as
much as before. He attributes that
passion to his time in Jamaica,
where he lived on and off since
he was seven years old. “They are
some of the hardest tacklers in the
Caribbean, it’s either ball or man.”
As a coach, Champagnie’s best
and worst moments truly emphasizes that he is more than just the
man on the sidelines directing a
team.
He’s had ups and downs with
his players. He remembers a con-
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Coach Ranford “Penny” Champagnie giving his team a speach at the latest baruch Soccer tryout
frontation with a player, who was
also a friend, while on the field. The
lack of respect, he says, changed
not only his views on the player, but
as a friend as well.
But his best moment as a coach
brought an immediate smile to his
face as he described it.
“This kid came up to me and

said ‘Coach I know you didn’t have
to pick me and I really appreciate
you working with me,’ said Champagnie. He described the student as
he and Dima’s project’ and said he
was truly impressed by the amount
of dedication the player showed after all the hard work he an Kamchik
put in.

Penny is beyond a coach to all
his players—he is a teammate,
confidant, and most importantly,
a friend.
“We’re soccer buddies and soccer family- we look out for each
other and [I try to] keep a smile on
their face,” he said.
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Running back on track
BY STEFANIE SPARACCIO
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

For the first time ever, the men’s
cross-country team is starting off
their season on the right track. With
a promising new coach and enthusiastic athletes, the team is hoping
to turn the struggling program into
one of the most respected and successful in the CUNY conference.
After battling a series of bitter
dilemmas last season, members of
the cross-country team are ready to
put the past behind them and focus
all their energy on getting the team
to a level that far exceeds the program’s expectations.
“I am full of enthusiasm for
this upcoming season not only
because we have a new coach but
also because we now have a chance
to make up for last season,” said

second-year runner Agustin Lastra. “The results last season didn’t
really show the hard work done by
the team.”
To finish out the 2008 season,
Baruch placed a disappointing
sixth in the CUNY Athletic Conference 8K Cross Country Championships. Aside from battling a
variety of injuries throughout the
season, the team’s shortcomings
were largely attributed to the perceived lack of leadership from their
former coach.
Controversial rumors floated
around Baruch’s athletic department about the team threatening to
abandon the program if the coaching problem wasn’t addressed immediately. However, various runners on the team insisted that such
fabrications were ‘exaggerated’ and
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The Mens cross country team prepares for thieir most promising year in history.

‘should not have been taken seriously.’
With the hiring of former Baruch cross-country star Matt Soja
as the new head coach, the team’s
hopes for a reputable and successful program were rapidly restored.
Soja brings with him a positive and
winning attitude and is expected
to lay the foundations of tradition
and triumph for the cross-county
program.
“Matt knows the pain that goes
into cross-country and knows what
we’re going through.,” said thirdyear veteran, Ismael Melendez.
“He’s a good coach who will do a
great job.”
It is well-known that Soja brings
with him unprecedented knowledge and expertise in cross-country
running. However, it is what goes
on behind the scenes, namely his
abilities to re-establish hope within
his runners and revive their passion for running, that will allow the
team to have anticipated success.
“We will definitely have a better
season than last year,” said Lastra.
“We are in a new era and are motivated to face the hard season that
lies ahead.”
While the team is aware that the
hiring of a new coach is projected
to dramatically improve the program overall, it is also understood
that this is only a small portion of
the bigger picture. The team needs
to work together if they want to ensure a top spot in the CUNY conference.
“The team needs to work hard
and consistently in order to come
out on top,” said Lastra. “I believe
that the team will become much
stronger once we get into a routine.
Anything can happen and we hope
for the best.”
From here on in, it appears that
the only direction Baruch’s crosscountry team can go is up.

New York Jets 2009-10 pre-season preview
When looking at this year’s Jets squad, there are ity at the point of attack.
Leading Gang Green’s defense are 2008 pro bowl
comparisons to be made with the 2008 Atlanta Falcons
and Baltimore Ravens, who enjoyed unexpected post- selections nose tackle Kris Jenkins and cornerback
season berths with dynamic rookie head coach/quar- Darrelle Revis. Safety Kerry Rhodes, another defensive
terback duos. But can lightning strike a third time for captain and pro bowl alternate, stands out as a player
poised to have an All-Pro caliber season if everything
the Jets in 2009?
Ultimately, the question lies with first-year head goes according to plan. Helping Ryan implement his
coach Rex Ryan and if he can put his money where his defensive philosophies are three former Ravens acmouth is. The outspoken coach’s expense log includes quired via free agency.
The aforementioned Scott, safety Jim Leona Super Bowl prediction and warning shots to
hard, and defensive lineman Marques Douglas
the entire NFL upon being introduced to the
give the longer-tenured Jets the benefit of executNew York media.
ing by their example. The additions shortened
With a number of off-season upgrades, inthe learning curve for players unfamiliar with
cluding blockbuster contracts doled out to forRyan’s defense, nicknamed “organized chaos” in
mer Ravens’ linebacker Bart Scott and the 2009
his days as Baltimore.
draft’s fifth-overall selection quarterback Mark
Although the quarterback battle was settled
Sanchez, Ryan’s optimism is certainly under- ANGEL NAVEDO
after the second pre-season game, with Sanchez
standable, despite being slightly premature.
taking the reins of the offense, concerns arise
The Jets face a notably stronger schedule
Bearcat Prowler
when considering who’s going to be catching
than their 2008 counterparts. With games
against the AFC and NFC South, the opening month of the ball. While the Jets are built as a run-first team with
Thomas Jones, Leon Washington, and third-round pick
the season serves as a sink-or-swim jumping off point.
September kicks off in Houston against a Texans Shonn Greene, the hope is to keep opponents from
team that looked to turn a corner in the second-half of crowding the line of scrimmage and respecting the
the 2008 season. After that is the home opener against passing game.Jerricho Cotchery was named the No. 1
the Tom Brady-led Patriots for the third consecu- receiver after Laveranues Coles negotiated his release
tive season. The next two weeks feature a home game in February. While it was a well-deserved promotion,
against the AFC South champion Tennessee Titans and it’s Cotchery’s responsibility to elevate his game; otherwise, the passing game will struggle against blitz-heavy
a trip to New Orleans to face the high-powered Saints.
As if the task wasn’t daunting enough, NFL-man- defenses unafraid of the receivers.
The biggest strength on the team is the offensive
dated suspensions will also hamper the Jets’ progress
from the onset. Serving a one-game suspension for line. The unit that helped Jones to an AFC-leading
violating the league’s substance abuse policy, defen- 1,312 rushing yards and a Jets’ single-season record of
sive end Shaun Ellis, a captain in 2008, will miss the 15 touchdowns, returns for another year and is buildfirst game and outside linebacker Calvin Pace will sit ing on the chemistry they established in 2008. Most
out four games after testing positive for a banned per- importantly, Ryan retained offensive line coach Bill
Callahan to maintain continuity.
formance-enhancing substance.
With an arduous September on the horizon and
Yet, the Jets’ potential keeps fans stirred and Rex
Ryan’s mouth moving. The complex defensive strat- an offense needing to be more multi-faceted, Ryan’s
egies that Ryan concocts have many anticipating a off-season confidence and bravado has posed a direct
league-leading defense for Gang Green. The aggressive challenge. It’s up to the fans to temper their excitement
approach to defensive football will feature exotic blitz in accordance to expectations and results.
packages, pre-snap confusion, and unmatched tenac-

Soccer on the rebound
BY TIM PETROPOULOS

low teammates also appreciate the
all-star caliber effort he puts in evOnly one word can sum up how ery game.
“I have played soccer for the last
the season ended for the Baruch
14 years of my life and I have never
soccer team last year. Heartbreak.
After starting the season 6-2-3, seen a goalie like Nelson,” said seincluding 4-1 in the CUNY Athletic nior mid-fielder John Moreno. “He
Conference, Baruch dropped three has really good skills and leaderof their final four games in the regu- ship. Knowing he is in goal I feel
lar season and lost in the first round like my back is covered, we know
of the CUNYAC playoffs to Madgar he is the best goalie in CUNY.”
As is the case every year, the xEvers, a team that they were highly
factor for Baruch will be the ability
favored to beat, in penalty kicks.
of the first year players
“We went into
in the program. Open
the season expecttryouts were held last
ing to be number
week, and the freshone and we had the
man class did not disquality and ability
appoint.
to be number one,”
“The
incoming
said head coach
class is actually pretty
Ranford “Penny”
good. You see a lot of
Champagnie.
“It
potential, you see a lot
was very heartof guys that can develbreaking.”
op,” said Kameshchik.
“Even though
“At the same time you
it was disappoint-John Moreno
don’t know what you
ing it was kind of a
Mid fielder
are really going to get
learning experience
until they play in a real
as well,” said ascollege game and the
sistant head coach
Dima Kamenshchik. “[Losing] was pressure is on.”
One of the biggest obstacles that
almost a good thing because a lot
of guys will come in more prepared, the Bearcats will face this season
in better shape and more focused. is one that is completely out their
The only way to forget about it is to control. Eleven of their first 12
games will be on the road, so getlearn from it.”
Despite the loss, Baruch comes ting off to a good start will be a key
into the season as a one of the fa- to their success this season.
“We are working hard everyday,
vorites in the CUNYAC. One main
reason is senior goalie Nelson going to the fields, having two practices a day,” said Moreno. “We know
DiBastiano.
Last season DiBastiano was we have to go over to William Paterspectacular, allowing only 17 goals son and win that very first game, we
in 15 games played, a 1.10 goals know we have to do that.”
All-in-all, the team’s confidence
against average, with 85 total saves.
“It’s a luxury having such a is high this season, and baring a
great goal-keeper because he saves major disaster, they should be right
the our butts so many times,” said on top of the conference yet again.
“Every year our goal, and only
Kameshchik. “He gives us an opgoal, is to win a championship,”
portunity to win every game.”
The praise for Nelson doesn’t said Kameshchik. “We are going to
stop with his coaches either, his fel- give a lot of teams hell.”
SPORTS EDITOR

“I have played
soccer for the
last 14 years...I
have never
seen a goalie
like Nelson.”
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Joel Sevilla (above) and the Bearcat soccer team look to bounce back from last year’s disappointing season and reclaim the top spot in CUNY.

